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·-Security probes 
_ gunfire at dorm 
By Desiree Robinson 
Hilltop Staff Rc~ncr 
• I 
Howard University security is in-
vestigating a shooting incident that 
occurred outside the Tubman 
Quadrangle Tuesday night. 
According to reports, at approx-
imately 11:30 p.m., two men in a 
gray Pathfinder jeep pulled alongside 
a black jeep parked outside the 
Quadrangle and began firing shots. 
No one was injured in the incident. 
Samantha Small, a freshman from 
Brooklyn, N.Y., was in the parked 
jeep .at the time of the shooting. 
''We had just come from a Chinese 
restaurant and we parked outside the 
Quad, and all of a sudden I heard , 
these shots,'' Small said. , 
· it was a case of a mistaken identity. 
''Before we left I noticed another 
jeep similar to mine parked outside 
the Quad, the dri1ver said. 
When we came back from the 
restaurant, we parked in the very 
same spot. One of these two guys was 
hanging outside the car shooting at 
us.'' 
University police would not talk 
about the investigation. 
This incident is one of several 
shootings that has occurred outside 
of university housing this school year. 
Last fall, Bison football player Willie 
• Felder was accidentally shot outside 
Carver Hall as two men argued over 
a nearbv oarking space. 
Tubman Quadrangle Head 
Residence Counselor, Valarie Gray, 
said that resid~nt safety is often a per-"We ducked and I heard !he other 
jeep speed off. The bullets shattered 
a part of the window. I was stunn-
ed.'' 
The driver of the blac.k jeep, who 
asked not to be identified, felt that 
sonal responsibility . 
!.'Residents have the re,s~onsibility 
- to protect themselves outside of the 
dormitory environmeq_t, '>t Gray said. 
• 
• pholo by Mrrila Cobbs 
Nia F.O.R.C.E. '1 Silver ocldresses the group. during their planning meeting. 
Students 'give support 
to D.C. Mayor Barry 
Nia F. O.R. C.E. meeting draws outpouring 
-of sympathy, rally set for this afternoon 
By ·oora Stewart 
Hill top Staff Reporter 
Despite nationwide criticism 09 
D.C. Mayor Marion Barry Jr., 
numbers oI students crowded i'nto 
Frederick Douglass Hall's lecture 
room Wednesday night to pledge 
their moral support . 
Black Nia F.0.R.C.E. is an 
organization founded to promote 
political consciousness among black 
students. 
_ The group sponsored the gathering 
to discuss activities that would re-
mind the mayor and his family that 
the African-American community 
will ~ont1nuc; lO support him. 
Last Thursday Barry was arrested 
• 
on multiple narcotics charges and has 
since entered a rehabilitation pro-
gram o amid criticism and 
condemnation . 
Of the events mentioned at the 
meeting were two rallies, scheduled 
for today in front of the Armour J . 
Blackbum Ceqter, and next Wednes-
day in front of the District Building. 
April Silver, executive minister of 
Black Nia F.O.R.C.E., presided over 
the meeting and encouraged students 
to participate in the support 
campaign. 
''We need to look at the implica-
tions associated with M~yor Barry's 
see Barry, page 3 
' • 
photo by Settita Cobbs 
The renovation site at Georgia Avenue and Bryant Street ii: fenced off to pedestrians. 
Mall to replace bakery building 
New center well-received, but sparks some safety questions 
By Rochelle Tillery 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
During the day, there are men 
in hardhats, construction trucks 
holding up traffic at the corner of 
Bryant Street and Georgia 
Avenue, and ,loud noise. During 
the night, many complain, it's un-
safe to walk near the dark demoli-
tion area. 
The subject of this day-and-
night controversy is the old brick 
building across the street from 
McDonald's. 
The Wonder Bread Factory at 
2301 Georgia Ave. is undergoing 
interior demolition to ~reate a 
14-store shOpping center, said Bob 
Freeman, job site manager of 
United Riggings and Hauling Inc. 
''The bakery listed the proper-
ty with a broker in December 
1988. The site or building was 
therefore up for anyone to buy," 
said Patrick Farrell, public rela-
tions officer of Continental Bak· 
ing Company'. 
Howard University researched 
ptirchasing the complex or having 
Continental donate the complex to 
Howard as a tax write-off, said a 
high-ranking university official. 
However, university efforts were 
too slow. 
=I'he Douglas Development 
Company purchased· the property 
for about $5.2 million. No univer-
sity spokesman would comment 
on the bidding procedure. 
The president of Douglas 
Development, Dou~as Gemal, 
said that the immediate Howard 
area was grossly neglected as far 
as development and servicing in 
comparison to other area colleges, 
like Georgetown. 
Gemal said stores like Up 
Against the Wall, Payless Shoe 
Source, Blockbuster Video and 
Bargain Town D.C. will all be in 
the mall, which will be valued at 
over $6 million after full renova-
tion. The mall is scheduled to open 
in June. 
'jl'm v~ry glad to hear that a 
mall is being built right here near 
campus. I usually go to The Shops 
downtown or the Georgetown. 
That is not always convenient 
because I have to take the bus 
see Mall, page J 
Ele tion day 
set for 
Fe . 28 
I , 
Officials expect 
incre 1 e in turnout 
y JoAn Rochez 
Hilltbp Staff Reponer 
• 
Student gQvernment elections for 
the 199()!91 $Choo! term are rapidly 
approacljing. 
Petitio.ns uc due Feb. 2 at 3 p.m., 
and elections will be held on Feb. 28, 
accordink to Belinda Lightfoot-
Watkins, director of student 
activities! 
''I bav1e given out more petitions 
· for undergraduate trustee than for 
president and Vice president of 
HUSA,"1 said Yolanda Jones, elec-
tions chairperson. • 
1 ones said she couJd not disclose 
the names or Persons who have re-
quested Petitions. Candidates will be 
announc~ On Feb. 7. 
Becau~ last year's voter turnout 
was only 1~835, Jones said that 
changing the1voting day should make 
a difference~ 
''Last year, the elections were on 
a Thursday, which is a day that the 
campus is not as lively. This year the 
elections !will be held on a Wednes-
day,'' said Jones, a HUSA volunteer 
for the .past two years. 
Jones also said that she will try to 
. open the voting machines on time. 
1 The polls are scheduled to be open 
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Those J.'bo are (illing out petitions 
for a HUSA J?OSition must get 500 
signatweS. Two hundred signatures 
are required for undergraduate· 
tr~tcc..IJld lQO_for graduate trustee. 
Candid ates for the floward 
Universit~ St•dent Association.· 
Undergratluate Student Assembly 
and Graduate Student Assembly 
must comply with several qualifica-
tions before they are eligible to run 
for officd. 
The caddidate must be a full-time 
I 
see Elections, page 3 
Md. family continues donor search 
JoA.nne JMn1on is 'in ne11d of a 
bone manow transplant to revene 
her possibly te1111inal condition. 
By Eric Smith 
Hilltop Staff Repor1er 
. The life Of a young woman hangs 
1n the ba~ance a~ a Silver Spring, 
Md. , family continues to conduct a 
nationwide search for a bone marrow 
donor before time runs out. 
JoAnne Johnson , 19, is suffering 
from leu.kemia . Doctors say she may 
have as little as a month to live unless 
she receives a bone marrow 
transplant that could possibly save 
her life . 
The news has had an adrled em-
phasis on Howard University 's cam-
pus because JoAnne is the daughter 
of Howard University employee and 
aluinna Sylvia Johnson, a profe~sor 
of education research and 
methodology irl the School ~f 
Education. i 
• 
JoAnne's aunt, Henrice Taylor, 
who also lives in Silver Spring, is just 
orie of many who is spearheading the 
''Save JoA.nne Foundation.'' 
At this point the search for.a donor 
has led to more than 5,000 blood 
tests, nonb of which were a perfect 
match. 
Last Woek"'s blood drive at the Ar-
mour J . Blackburn Center, spon-
sored by tile foundation, the Howard 
Universit)ll Student Association add 
the Howard University Hospital, also 
yielded no match. More than 200 
students participated. 
According to doctors, the chances 
of finding a perfect match are greater 
in people of the same race. 
Johnson was first diagnosed with 
leukemia in November 1988 while she 
was a freshman at Brown Universi-
ty. Accor<ting to Taylor, the onset of 
the disease was a shock to every0'1e. 
''We bad no premonition of this 
coming. She .hadn't been sick at any 
time.'' 
Johnson was flown back home the 
night after her diagnosis and admit-
ted into Georgetown University 
Hospitalj where she was treated with 
chemotheraphy. She went into rerrµs-
sion soon afterwards. 
It wasp't until Dec. 10, 1989 that 
doctors informed JoAnne and her 
family that she was regressing. 
JoAnne's father, Howard 
Johnson, said that her conditio~ 
changes from day to day. • 
''Her days vary. Some days she's 
okay and others not. We're holding 
up as well as we can. We can't break 
down, t 1ere's too much to do," he 
said. · 
see JoA ne, page 3 
Homecom,ng reports high profits from events TOTAL BUDGET FOR EYENTS ONLY: $9'1,500:00 . SPENT .MADE 
$ 9,568.00 GOSPEL CONCERT $12,495. 
... 
~•hod w1111-• 
-
By Georae Daniels 
Hilltop Starr Reporter 
See related story. page 7 
Contrary to past homecoming per-
fomances, this year's homecoming 
committee was able to maneuver a 
profit of 476 percent in the lip sync 
contest and variety show-the top 
two money makers. 
A final report of the I 989 
Homecoming events by its financial 
advisor shows that while Sl,325 was 
spent tQ execute the variety show, the 
.event grossed more than $6,306 . 
The same case applies to the lip 
sync contest. The event cost $975 and 
Americans in Africa 
-
• 
, 
Howard students experience heritage 
historic continent. See page 10. 
• 
• 1n 
earned $3,362. 
''In terms of finances, the most 
lucrative for the amount of money · 
spent were the (ashion show, gospel 
show and variety show,'' said 
Homecoming Chairman, Jonathan 
Williams. 
The gospel concert, featuring 
''Commissioned'' left a $1,304 
surplus in the budget . 
But, while the financial awards 
were·good, Williams said the time iri" 
which the program was operated 
could be better scheduled. 
In his ''Homecoming Chairman's 
Rcpon'' Williams recommended that 
auditions for the lip sync contest be 
Crack cocaine: 
held in the spring semester. He 
recommended that auditions for the 
variety show be held in the summer. 
''I didn't give them (the event 
coordinators), a rigid schedule,'' 
Williams said. ''I think it (starting 
earlier) Would be a lot easier." 
Among the Jess profitable events 
were the Miss Howard Pageant which 
exceeded its budget by $143.37. 
Revenue from the pageant totaled 
$2, 725. Williams recommended sen-
ding out qualifications for the can-
didates earlier and setting the 
Fast high leading to death. See page 11. 
• 
MISS HOWARD PAGEANT $ 4,143. 7 $ 2,725.00 
VARIETY SHOW S I,32S. s 6,306.00 
INTERNATIONAL DAY s 3.000.00 
s 975.J LIP SYNC CONTEST s 3.362.00 
POP CONCERT $32,618.50 $33,625.00 
HOWARDFFST I s 1,350.eo 
s 9 930.00' 
• 
Success at last ' 
J 
Bison end five game losing streak. See page 13. 
. I 
• 
• 
• 
r 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
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Campus 
,Computer center expands services 
' 
New facility opens in Plaza, central site undergoes renovation 
By Sracey Phillips 
Hilltop Staff Reponcr 
In an effort to expand the 
Academic Computing Services, the 
C.B. Powell facility will undergo a 
$600,000 renovation. At the same 
time, \.\cs has opened ai residential 
comput.ing center in the wCst tower of 
Howard Plaza. 
The Plaza site, which opened last 
week, is the temporary home of the 
central facility, and will become a 
permanent residential lab once all 
remodeling is complete, according to 
Jane Miller, ACS manager. 
''Academic Computing Services is 
working to expand its facilities and 
services by renovating and providing 
an increase in hardware,'' Miller said. 
'Although the Plaza facilities are 
smaller, many residents ·are pleased 
to have the center in the building. 
''It is r.-:Uly convenient,'' said Lisa 
Christian a sophomore marketing 
major. ''l don 't have to get my coat 
on, I can }ust run downstairs and gel 
to work,'' she said. 
Other students find the new facili-
ty less convenient and more cluttered. 
There are 10 IBM's and IQ Macintosh 
computers . 
''I thought the setting and ap-
pearance would be different. The 
computers weren't set up to make it 
conducive for people to come over 
here, said graduate student Ron 
photo by Seretta Cobbs 
Stvclents In the Plaza are now to•ing advantage of tfte computer facility. 
I Stewart. 
But Miller says that the residential 
facility is supposed to be small and 
is not the only center that students 
can use; there are two other labs on 
the main campus. 
· ''We have 40 IBM PS/ 2 model 
55's in the School of Business, and 
:-ve have a self-help Macintosh lab set 
up in the library and a Mac center at 
the law ,school," Miller said. 
In addition to its extended hours in 
all of rhe labs, ACS offers cosl·free 
awareness lunchtime seminars and 
$5-workshops. 
''The worRshops that we offer 
see Computer, page 3 
, 
' 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
' '' 
_, 
' 
·1 
LUCY E. MOTEN FELLOWSHIP COMPETITION 
' 1989 - 1990 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
' 
The purpose of the Lucy E. Moten Fellowship, IS to . enable 
undergraduate students of Howard University to enhance and enrich th.eir 
education through short periods of travel and study a~road, usually during 
the summer months. The awards are determined by the applicant's plan of 
study and reguire men ts for travel abroad. 
' ' . ' 
' 
ELIGIBILITY 
• 
· Measures taken to halt power failures 
Competition for Lucy E. Moten Fellowships is open to sophomore~. 
juniors .and st:niors who have maintained a grade point average (GPA), of 3.0 
or better. Sophomores musl give evidence upon receipt o[ a fellowship that 
they have successfully completed iht' sophomore year, and are classified as 
juniors. . 
• 
r• 
' '· 
I 
By Henry Duvall 
Special to the Hilltop 
''It is designed to reduce the time to 1echnology in that region, Sen. 
and labor needed to analyze or Mark 0 . Hatfield, R-Ore., plans to 
evaluate power system behavior ... ," recognize the efforts of Howard and 
Many Americans take electric said Momoh, adding that the method the BP A's research support, which 
power for granted until there is an is ''user friendly." began cit a ceremony on Nov. 17 at 
outage, shutting do1wn basic ''In an emergency, this tool will 4 P..m. at the BPA headquarters 
necessities as well a's modern quickly analyze .problems that will building in Portland, Ore. 
conveniences. prevent power outageS, therefore, ''We need to continue to foster 
Now a team of researchers at saving power companies considerable these relationships with historically 
H~ward University has developed dollars in using manpower to bring black colleges and universities," said 
what is considered.to b~ a fast and systems back up to speed," he said. the senator. 
efficient technique to analyze power The university's School of Jim Ray, assistant to the director 
system stability and locate problems Engineering has conducted electric of BPA 's division of system plann-
before they C\lUSe power failures ._. power research with support from the ing, indicates that his organization is 
Led by Dr. James A. Momoh, an U.S. Department of Energy's Bon- encouraging the adoption of the 
associate professor of electrical neviulle Power Administration Howard technique nationwide 
engineering, the research team has (BPA) . through the Electric Power .Research 
produced a mathematicsibased com- Wholesale electric power serving lnslitute (EPRI) . . 
puter approach to identify faults in the Pacific Northwest is marketed by According to Ray, EPRI has an 
power transmission systeFs of large- the BPA . see Power, page 3 
scale electric power networks . Because Howard has contributed . 
WORKSHOPS AND APPLICATIONS 
The1~ e will be an informational meeting / workshop for 
interested students on Jauuary 31, 1990 at 2f00 p.m,, in the 
Dean's Conference Room, College
1 
ot ;~ 1beral trts, Lucke Hall. 
Appli cations and other pertinent i1 nformatio~ will be distributed at this time. Those unable to Tttend this 
meeting may obtain ~pplication forms in Room 362, Locke Hall 
after January 31. 1990 . I 
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION 
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1990 BY 3;00 p,m, 
' 
. . .. , . 
I 
----------------------------------------------------------------1 ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 'i\:. * *, * ilr * * * * * * * * * * *• 
. ' . 
I 
Applicants Sought for: 
' 
' 
1990 Homecoming Steering Committee 
' 
• 
Chairman ' 
• 
& 
I Treasurer 
General Criteria in brief 
' Must be currently enrolled fulltime at Howard 
l!Jniversity with at least a 2.5 cumulative grade point ~verage. Other qualificatipns and details are on the 
application available in the Office of Student Ac-
tivit~es, Room 117 Blackburn Center. 
I 
Deadline to submit applications is: 
January 31, 1990 
I 
5:00. p.m. 
• 
• 
•· 
'• . I • L • 
I• • I it • 
1
: , App!ica·tic1t1s for-- 1 Q
1 
90--'~ 1 : 
I,. · • I it • 
I • • I • • I it • I: : 
•• • I• • 
1 ! lE(£1Utt®r--Ulfil--lClmU@U' . ! 
• • 
• • 
I! ~wi~U !fl@~~ ~~lfil~~<;ir ! • • 
• • 
• • ~ . 
: · are available : 
• • 
• • 
: in the Office of Student Al c1t iv it i es : 
• • ! Suite 1 1 7 Blackburn Center. - ! 
• • 
• 
• • . ' . 
• • 
• • I • • • • ' it r •r 
. ~ 
• • 1• • 
: De ad l i n e to sub m i t a 11 m ate r i a-l s: : 
• • : F ebruarY- 23, 1 990. : 
• • 
! Oualilications and ot/Jer criteria' : 
•• • ! are on t/Je application. : 
• • 
• 1- • 
• • : ~ . 
. . . ... 
' I ~ . • ~*******************************l********•***• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
. 
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Campus Digest/Howard News in Brief Barry JoAnne Mall 
' '. 
Tranquility photo by C arol Cannon 
continued .from page t 
arrest,'' Silver said. ''There is a game 
in the political arena to arouse 
criticism against black politicians.'' 
Silver added that Barry is not ex· 
· cused for his actions, but still 
deserves support from the African-
American community. 
•'People need to . start analyzing 
and accepting the ordeal on a dif-
ferent leVel. The community needs to 
show support,'' Silver said. 
''We don't w~t to ignore the 
political implications, but we don't 
want to condemn him either," she 
added. · 
Kemry Hughes, general assistant to 
Barry, also addressed students at the 
meeting, encouraging them to extend 
their support. 
Hughes infonne<l the audience that 
he was in attendance in a non-official 
capacity, but expressed elation for the 
amount of students who had 
gathered to express interest. 
''I'm here as a concerned, private 
citizen offering moral support for the 
mayor, but I am very happy to see so 
many o( you who have come out tc 
participate,'' he said. 
Hughes offered several suggestions 
to help_ students organize the support 
campaign. 
continued from page 1 
'Johnson, a former counselor at 
Howard University, -~ described )\is 
daughter as an ''extre'mely kind per-
son with a lot of compassion for peo-
ple.' ' 
''Even if she were not my 
daughter, I would say that she was an 
exceptional person,'' Johnson added . 
An alumna of John F. Kennedy 
High School, Joanne was was a 
member of the school's jazz club as 
well as the track team. -
Susan Fundukian. Taylor's 
business associate, has also been 
recruited to join in the ''Save JoAnne 
Foundation.'' Fundukian and Taylor 
are partners in a medical advertising 
firm . 
''She's a very tough young lady. I 
don't know if I would have survived 
this long in her position,'' Fundukian 
said. 
''Her attitude is incredible. She is 
just as concerned with other people 
finding donors . With all the testing 
going on, she knows that some match 
will help someone," she added. 
continued from page 1 
wherever I go,'' said ~shaunda 
Ewings, a freshman communica-
tions major . 
''I think it will be good 
economically for both ihe Howard 
community and the community sur-
rounding Howard. J_cJlallenge the 
HU students and the community to r 
get involved in this renovation, l 
especially in a entreprenc;.urial way,'' 
said Carlton Scarlett, a junior ac-
counting major. t 
Raymond Archer, acting dean of 
the Office of Student Life and Ac· 
tivities, said that becausc1of the loca-
tion there are a number of 
risks .. . along with many plus_es . _ 
''The success of this mall will d~ 
pend upon student suppbrt because 
students are not here all year round. 
They maYi not support it l;ke they did 
not support .the 7-Eleveit,'' Archer 
said. I 
The Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel ov.took1 th9 valley on a cool winter aftemoon. The solace · 
sunounding the historic buildlng ii seldom dilhlrt:.,d by the bustling to and from class nearby on the 
''Maximize your media coverage, 
encourage all students to participate, 
and increase your outreach and 
publicity," Hughes told students. 
According to Fundukian, when the 
family first began looking for bone 
marrow donors this month, they 
discovered that there were only 800 
blacks registered with the the Na-
tional Bone Marrow Program. 
''Now we have added over 5,000 
people to that list," Fundukian said. 
Many students are concerned 
about safety, noting the high number 
of construction trucks obstructing 
Georgia Avenue and Bryant Street 
during the day and the unsq;ured site 
at night . The site, located next to the 
Howard Inn , is enclosed only by a 
wire fencC. 
''I consider the entire a.tea around 
that construction very dangerous, '' 
said Marcia Decosta, a freshman 
marketing major . ''TheJ_e ~ is just not 
enough light in the confmes and the 
demolition easily invites u1;1fortunate 
occurrences in that it can make easy 
hideouts for robbers in particular. 
This could be prevented' if there was 
a higher fence around tht,area, and 
convenient walking space for 
pedestriaqs. '' 
main yard. 
I 
. I ' • Alumnus gains 
historit position 
Tbe firs1 Africarl-American to 
b~ome preside~l c;>f r~e New 'fork 
City Bar Assoc1at1on 1s a H,dlard 
graduate . , 
' 
Conrad K. Harpfr will be part 
of a list of influential leaders such 
as Elihu Root, Charles EVans 
Hughes, Henry L. Stimson, 
\\' hitney North Seymour, Herbert 
Brownell, and Cyrus R. Vance. 
Harper is a partner . in the law 
firm Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett. 
Elections ' I . 
continued on page I 
s1udent during his or her term in of-
fice and must have been a full-time 
studen1 the semester prior to taking 
office. l 
Good academic standing is also re-
quired during the election and [ his 
term in office. The candidate must 
not graduate prior to the completion 
of his term . 
Watkins said that all student coun-
cil and HUSA elections are suppos-
ed .to be held simultaneously. She said 
the schools do not feel pressured to 
comply because there is no 
punishment . i 
''I appeal to the moral character of 
student leaders of the various schools 
to have elections at the same time as 
HUSA,'' Watkins said. 
\\'ark.ins cited four reasons why 
schools shduld hold their elections 
simultaneoulsy with HUSA. 
Because not too many people vote, 
it is better to get them to do all voting 
at once. If they have voting machines 
they will not have to deal With 
manual ballots. Schools will noi have 
to pay for the voting machines. I 
The winning candidates will bC 
given the opportunity to participate 
in the Student Leader Elect Transi-
tion Workshop in April. 
Students' expectations are high/for · 
next year's officers. I 
''I would like to see greater in-
volvement with academic activities 
like the university's Foreign Relations 
Competition and the Pre-law Socie-
ty,'' said James Herring, a junior 
philosophy major. 
Toya Russell, a sophomore 
zoology major, said she expects the 
new officers to continue the good 
work that Daniel Goodwin, president 
of HUSA, has done. 
Power 
continued from page :Z , 
r ' 
outreach of approximately 600 elec-
tric power companies. 
The EPRl has already awarded.a 
three-year, $300,000 grant to Howatd 
to conduct research on critical pro-
blems in the power industry. 
One area of study focuses on the 
early detection and prevention of 
sy~~"!o~~~t~ew~~l~~~:=~ probtelo~, 
Momoh has applied ''artificial in-
telligence," a relatively new field of 
study combining the disciplines , of 
engineering and computer science. 
The work of the 38-year-old 
engineer, who is considered an exPert 
in artifjcial intelligence, has been: so 
promising that he Won a major p~ize 
in 1987 to fund his research over five 
years. · ) 
The National Science Foundation 
presented him with its Presidcniial 
Young I nvcstigator Award that goes 
to talented young scientists and 
engineers in academia who arc on the 
cutting edge of research . 
Born in Nigeria, Momoh came to 
America and matriculated at 
Manager obtains 
new post 
The general manager of 
WHUR-FM, Jim Watkins, was 
elected chairman of the 
Washington Area Broadcasters 
Association (W ABA). 
During the WABA annual holi-
day l4cheon , held in December, he 
served as coordinator for the 
event. 
Bruce Speight and Everette 
Winslow were recipients of 
scholars-hips during the luncheon. 
• 
Crack 
ain't 
cool. 
Cocaine 
destroys 
your 
brain. 
• 
Howard to sell 
property 
Ho~ard's Purchasing Deparc -
ment .1s sol\citing bids for the sale 
of residential propeny at Martha's 
Vineyard in the township of Oak 
Bluffs, Mass. 
For more information concern-
ing the property, contact WiJ!iam 
Wilson, assistant vice president for · 
asset management, at 636-7187. 
For bidding information con-
l~CI George Varghese, deputy 
director of the purchasing, at 
636-6064. 
Advertise in 
The Hilltop. 
' 
I 
' 
When discussing the immediate 
priorities of the mayor's administra-
tion, Hughes expressed concern for 
the young people in the community 
who saw Mayor Barry as a role 
model. I 
''Yoµng peop\e are devastated and 
disappointed, on behalf of the com-
munity," Hughes said. 
'' I think it (the mayor 's arrest) 
brings more attention JO the anti-drug 
movement. I think it increases the ef-
fort to spread anti-drug involve-
ment,'' he added. 
According to Black Nia 
F.O.R.C.E., the support campaign 
for the mayor wilfalso include radio 
talk shows, letter writing outreach, 
and involvement with community 
schools and churches. ' 
''Whatever techinical support I can 
offer I'll gladly participat~-securing 
a permit, trash cleanup after the 
rally-whatever the community 
would like to do. We'll support them, 
just not in an official cappacity," 
Hughes said. ' 
• 
''Being a donor is a very simple 
thin$ tb do to save a life. It's about 
as simple as getting a shot in the 
toosh (buttocks) and the ramifica-
tions are incredible." she said. 
According to HUSA President 
Daniel Goodwin, the fact · that 
JoAnne was the daughter of a 
Howard University doctor was not 
the only reason that H USA became 
· involved. 
''I didn't even know that she was 
the daughter of a Howard employee 
~ntil after the fact. I just thought that 
1t was important that we be as involv· 
ed in this as we possibly could '' he 
'd • sa1 . 
According to Goodwin, another 
blood drive for JoAnne is in the 
works and all students interested in 
helping out should come to ·the 
Blackburn Center Saturday at noon. 
Anyone interested in participating 
in a blood drive for JoAnne can get 
more information by calling 
593-4523 . 
CKID 
AGE 
RE. 
According to Vincent Ford, the 
District's ~hief of buildihg inspectors, ~ 
this site only needs an tight-foot 
fence and lsigns to war'n pedestrians 
of the co?struction. 1 
''The site does mec;t those 
guidelines,'' Ford said. ''The con-
struction C?ompany also has a permit 
to close off the curblane on Geo"rgia 
Avenue and a portion of Bryant 
Street . It isn't necessary for them to 
have a covered walkway since the op-
posite side of the construction site is 
free on both Bryant Street and 
Georgia ~venue. Boards c<>vering a 
site is only necessary when there will 
be debris flying, but since this is in-
terior demolition it isn't necessary, 
Ford said . · 
., :!J 
' • 
' 
I 
I , 
hat's because our Financial Management Development Program 
(FMDP) offers immediate challenge and outstanding growth 
' 
. 
Don't 
do 
drugs! 
Howard, where he graduated cum 
laude Jn 1975, earning a bachelor's 
degree in electrical engineering and 
later a Ph.D. 
He also holds two master's degrees 
in engineering-from Carnegie 
Mellon University and the Universi-
ty of Pennsylvania. 
The computer approach he and his 
fellow researchers developed has beOO 
simulated and tested using real data 
·at Howard's Energy Systems Net-
work Laboratory, which is directed 
by Momoh. 
Different types of power system 
faults have been analyzed. 
The- laboratory, housed in 
Howard's department of electrical 
engineering, has received data from 
BPA 
Power companies, such as Los 
Angeles~Water and Power and New 
England Power Service, have made 
other contributions of information. 
''This research is tremendously ex-
citing for Americans in general and 
should be shared," said Gladys 
McCoy, Multnomah CountY chair in 
Portland, in a letter to Hatfield. 
''But for African-Americans, 
especially potential young 1black ar-
tisans ... , this advanced frontier 
technology creates an inspiration that 
should be extolled.'' 
• 
• 
-
, 
potential for the future. · • 
At The Travglers, a $53 billion leader in insurance and financial 
·services, your talent will go a long way. When you join FMDP, you will be 
involved in a 3-year program encompassing both practical work experience 
. I 
and academic components. 
Your practical work experience will include a series of rotational 
assignments in either Corporate Finance or one of our Business Groups. 
Assignments may include positions in such areas as: Audit, Financial 
Reporting, Financial Planning, Expense Management, Data Processing, 
Financial Systems and Support, Accounting, Tax Compliance/Planning, 
Human Resources, Industrial Ertgmeering, or Investments. 
These rotations, along with a required academic curriculum that 
offers a practical company perspective and the0ry, will prepare you for a 
variety of financial management positions in the future at our company. 
We're looking for ambitious people with the drive and motivation to 
succeed. We consider ind,ividuals that have majored in Accounting, Finance, 
Business Administration, Economics or Management. If you have a GPA of 
3.2 or better, ancl feel you have the strong analytical and communication 
skills we desire, make your move now. · 
For more information about the FMDP, visit your placement office 
for a brochure. Or, call John Breckenridge, Corporate Recruiting, at (203) 
. ' -271-9709. 
· We'll be on campus Tuesday, February 20th. To schedule 
an interview, see your placement office now. Final sign-up deadline: 
Wednesday, February 14th. · 
• 
TheTravelerS't • 
You ' re better off under the Umbrella~ 
The Travelers Companies, Hartford, Connectkut 06183. ' An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
I 
• 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
I 
• 
i 
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* . '. . ... ! ' GENERAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS COMMITTEE ! 
* >.rJ~f t 
*' c .,. 
* . ... 
: · WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE , ! 
* . ... 
* I -tr 
* ... 
* - ' ... 
: IT'S HUSA ELECTION TIME AGAIN!!! ! 
* ... 
* ' ... 
* . · ~ I -tr 
* ... 
* The new executive officers of the Howard University Student Association .., 
* ... 
: ~ave yet to be nam,ed. . ! 
* ... 
* I • * ' . ... ! Petitions for the positions of: , t 
: 1 • H:U.S.A. President and Vice President . ! 
* I -tr ! ~. Undergraduate Trustee , t 
* Graduate Trustee · . ! 
·* " i< * ' ' . ... 
* ... ! are NOW available betw~en the hours lOam and 6pm. C 0 MP LET ED ! 
: PETITIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE ELECTIONS COMMITTEE NO ! 
* . i< 
: LATER THAN 3PM ON FEBRUARY 2ND IN BLACK6URN CENTER ! ! ROOM 109. , . ! 
... ... 
; ' i< 
* . ... 
* . ... 
* . i< 
* " ' ... 
* - i< 
* ... 
* ~ ... 
* . . ... 
: !!!ATTENTION ALL STUDENT COUNCILS!!! ! 
* ' ... 
* ... 
* ... 
* . i< 
: WITH ELECTIONS SCHEDULED FOR FEBRUARY 28, 1990 STUDENT COUNCILS ! 
: ~ ARE ADVISED TO BEGIN THEIR ELECTORAL PROCESS. CONTACT US WITH ! 
: . THE NAME OF YOUR ELECTIONS COMMI'I"I'EE CONTACT PERSON NO LATER ! 
* i< 
: [fHAN 6PM TUESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1990. TH·ERE WILL BE A . · ! 
: MEETING TO DISCUSS STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTIONS WEDNESDAY, · t 1 
: · JANUARY 31, 1990 IN BLACKBURN ROOM 116 AT SPM. · ! 
* ' ... 
* . ... 
* ' ... : PLEASE CONTACT YOLANDA JONES AT 636-5426 lOAM - 6PM FOR ! 
: " FURTHER DETAILS OR QUESTIONS. ! 
* ( ... 
* ... 
* ... 
* ' ... * . . ... 
* I / ii 
* ' I ... .,_ 
* • ... 
* . i< 
* ... 
: . . HELP WANT·ED ! :. . ... 
* ' ... 
* ... 
: POLL WORKERS ARE NEEDED TO MAN THE POLLS ELECTION DAY, FEBRUARY ! 
* ... ! f8, 1990. COMPENSATION AND LUNCH ARE PROVIDED. PLEASE COME TO ! 
: ff BLACKBURN CENTER ROOM 109 TO Fii .LOUT AN APPLICATION. I ! 
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STUDENTS AND FACUL'fY LEND A HELPING HAND 
·-
S.E. school, university form partnership project 
By Miiko Anderson 
Hilltop Staff RcpQrtcr 
Crawford and the Rev. Nathaniel 
Thomas, a counselor at the Meridian 
Hill dormitory, are all products of 
A Southeast elementary school Nalle Elementary School. 
noted for having produced a promi- In an e1·1·ort to ensure that Nalle 
nent judge, city councilman, and a continues to produce citizens capable 
Howard University minister, is now of making positive coptributions to 
a frightening place for children to be, the community, Dr. Beverly Glenn, 
parents say. dean of the School of Education, and 
Children as young as five years old Dr Aaron Stills, a f;rofessor in that 
in Southeast D.C. sometimes have to school have estab ished the Nalle 
run an obstacle course that takes Eleme~tary Partnership Project . 
them through potentially dangerous ''The unification of Nalle and 
drug deals just to get to Nalle Howard University is designed to let 
Elementary School, but Howard our students see positive role models 
University educators say they are consistently- not the role mo~els 
working to make a change. I which the media have set for us {l1~e] 
movie stars and athletes, but thr1v1ng 
New York City Judg~ Zachery black college stu dent s,'' said 
Carter, D.C. Councilman H.R. Thomas, a resident in the Nalle com-
''The unification of 
Na/le and Howard 
University is design-
ed t(J../et our students 
see positive role 
models consistently. '' 
-Rev. Nathaniel Thomas 
• 
mJnity and president of the school' s 
P.T.A. 
''The joining also allows the 
Howard faculty to exchange their ex-
pertise with the Nalle teachers,' ' he 
said. 
Projecl organizers say they plan to 
tackle the negative influence of drug 
dealers and the educational deficien-
cies at Nalle by encouraging more 
parental involvement, scheduling per-
sonal counseling with students and 
beefing up security in and around the 
school. 
Glenn and Aaron said they are en-
couraging Howard students to take 
an active role in the project as tutors . 
''The project is greatly needed,'' 
said Shirley Williams, Nalle prin-
cipal . ''There are children in the sixth 
grade [here] with the reading level of 
third-graders.'' 1 
Students interested in working with 
the partnership project should con-
tact Dean Beverly Glenn in the 
School of Education. 
Reporters Needed! 
Meetings are held each Sunday at 3 :00 p.m. 
at The Hilltop for students interested in writing 
HU group gets involved 
in nearby· communities 
BUY works to unite HU, neighborhoods 
By Miiko Anderson 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
I for the Local page. Must be willing to adhere 
The geographical location of 
Howard University places the ins1itu-
1ion in a unique position . It's not far 
from ·the nation's most innuential 
leaders, yet it's also close to low-
income and poverty-striken 
neighborhoods. 
to deadlines, do thorough research, and have 
strong writing skills. For further inform~tion, 
contact Sherri Mililler, Local editor, at 
"-
Black United Youth, an organiza-
tion at Howard, t'hinks that while 
students should be concerned wi1h 
current issues on Capitol Hill, they 
should not ignore their surrounding 
communities . 636-6866. 
• 
Start early col~ecting good clips. 
Aiming to involve students in near-
by neighborhoods, BUY members 
perform c6mmunity service through 
1he Around the Corner to the \Vorld · 
(AC\V) program, located at 17th and 
Euclid streets N. W. 
-· 
' 
' : 
Monique Jones, a BUY spokesper-
son, said that the community serv ice 
is a way of dispelling the town-and-
gown syndrome that isolates univer-
sity scholars from the ci1ies i11 which 
I ' 
" 
SPRING BREAK JAM 1990 
' 
For 
' 
~**~*******************~ 
* * 
* * : Orlando Florida : 
* * * -· * 
* * ! $399 : 
* * ************************~ 
''Master Charge,, VISA, and American Express accepted'' 
Prices include roundtrip airfare, 
transfers, and hotel accommodations. 
$100 deposit required immediately 
to reserve your space for the BIGGEST 
PARTY of the year. 
''Includes one day pass to Walt Disney World'' 
,. 
Optional one-day Sea Escape to 
the Baham·as available. 
I 
" 
I 
more information contact Lynn Squires at 
• 636-7003 
• 
they matriculate. 
ACW is designed to present a pro-
mise to the poor and undereducated 
minorities 1n the Adams Morgan 
area, near Meridian Hill and Park 
Square dormitories. 
ACW targets African-American 
youths, Hispanic residents in the area 
and the elderly. But Howard ,students 
make the largest impact in their work 
v.•ith the black youths. 
''They try to show the children the 
impact thei r African heritage has had 
on life in America," Jones said . One 
such project, ''Alternative to Trick or 
Trea1," was designed to make the 
youths aware of the African 
significance of Halloween, she said. 
''The costumes and o ld African 
marks were traditionally used to scare 
away spirits," Jones explained. 
''We tried to give the youths alter-
native role models, aside from He-
Man and other such characters. We 
try to promote famous"black leaders 
such as Malcolm X and Marcus 
Garvey for them 10 1ry to be like.'' 
"I believe that the 
program helps 
children because it 
gets them away from 
the negative activities 
that you find on the 
streets in D. C. '' · 
- Joe Hawkins 
" ~ Along with the black history ses-
t sions conducted by Howard students , 
BUY volunteers also tutor 
neighborhood children, a large 
number of whom are Hispanic, in 
reading and math . 
And on Saturday mornings the 
ACW, with the help of Howard 
students, distributes groceries to the 
elderly in the neighborhood for a tax.-
deductible $3. 
Alfred King, who describes himself 
as a senior citizen, is a regular 
beneficiary of the ACW food 
distribution program. '' Without it I 
would have trouble buying my food 
because everything'. is so expensive to-
day," he said . 
Joe Hawkins resides in Adams 
Morgan and owns a ·hauling com-
pany. He helps ACW by volunteer-
ing his vehicles for the transportation 
of the food and other equipment. He 
also helped the ACW Double Dutch 
team purchase team jackets when 
they were asked to perform in Russia. 
''l believe that the program helps 
children because it gets them away 
from the negative activities that you 
find on the streets in D.C., '' Hawkins 
said. 
• Volunteer1sm 
• • ga1n1ng campus 
popularity 
Speci•I 10 the Hilltop 
Cable TV and computers haven't 
turned all college students into room 
rats. Many across the nation are get-
ting out and volunteering in the 
community . 
At Howard, three students will be 
recognized by the university and 
General Motors for their volunteer 
efforts . Members of active volunter 
student organizations including Black 
United Youth, H .U.S.A .,a dn frater-
nal groups are likely to win the pla-
que officials say. 
Sft V 01unteirs, page 15 
• 
' 
• I 
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Barry arrest Ii cits 
athy, disgust, 
hope 
sym 
on 
• 
By lliana Carter and Sherri Milner 
Hilltop Staff RcpQrtcr 
Most students and faculty 
members at Howard University 
expressed common sentiment a~ter 
the arrest of D.C. Mayor Marion 
Barry last week: Disgust because 
he was the object of a sting opera-
tion, sympathy because of his ap-
parent addiction, and hope that he 
can recover and possibly continue 
a political career . 
Barry , was arrested' Thursday 
evening following a meeting the 
mayor had with Rashee9a Moore, 
a friend reported to have traveled 
with him two years ago to the 
Virgin Islands, and an undercover 
FBI1 agent posing as Moore 's 
friend. 
Barry allegedly asked the agent 
about the availability of drugs. 
The a_gent went into an adjoinipg 
rOom and returned with a small 
amount of crack cocaine . 
According to reports, Barry 
paid Moore for the drugs and took 
three or four puffs of the drug 
from a pipe. As he reached for his 
coat to leave, federal agents 
entered the room and arrested 
him. ~ -
''It's unfortunate," said Valerie 
Cummings, Ms. Howard 1989-90. 
'' When you're placed in a high 
position of authority it 's easy to 
assume that you' re above the law . 
Barry underestimated the power 
of his own government." · 
While acknowledging that she 
does not condone the use of illegal 
narcotics, Cummings said that the 
I 
c~mpus 
media coverage of the Barry case 
''had a lo~to do with the negativi-
ty'' surrounding his arrest . , 
The W J hington Post ha; been 
extensive in its coverage of the 
mayor's aileged criminal activity. 
Cumminp said that ''coverage 
may have built up to last week's 
arrest .'' 
Morris said that the alleged 
crime was a personal crime. ''It 
was investigated with that level of 
intensity *3use of [Barry's] stan-
ding as ayor,'' he said. ''To 
selectively investigate this person 
is no\ a racial implication, but a 
political ohe, but it is a political 
implicatio 1 that may lead to racial 
factors.·~ 
It has been rumored that federal 
officials have discussed revoking 
home rule for the District in the 
wake of Barry's arrest . Morris said 
that if the rumors are true, the bias 
they show lis ''reprehensible.'' 
Thou.gh the mayor's arrest has, 
in Some inStances, further divided 
the District along racial lines, 
Morris said there is still hope for 
Barry in I'Plitics here. 
'' It is p to the electorate to 
judge his Political future, '' Mo~­
ris said. 'I think his career 1s 
seriously reatened, but I would 
not be g~eatly surprised if he 
returned tb politics or stayed in it. 
He can do\tha~ if the public. is co!l-
vinced that his personal life will 
not interf:ere with city manage-
ment.'' 
. 
The arrest af Mayor Bony sparked nationwide intenH reaction. 
• 
I 
I 
t - - --1ua., offw1d hl11upportto Howard 11ud1a1a ...... tlle 1919pro111t • 
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Blacks . outraged by Boston ho .icide case 
• 
• 
5QIJEf ' DA'!'. 
P1[A'. 5 
r1C. MT RK!S 
~ i PO~tl~ 
~RJTJ.L~ TY 
VF~I l.1·~f..!: r OR ;'JU~DEK' 
pholo court~sy of l11C11r 
The rally shown in the photograph is an example of blocks and whites 
protesting police brutality, racism and discrimination. 
• 
By Traci L. Hughes 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
" 
A Boston, Mass., resident's fic-
t!tious plot has created a surge of na-
tional outrage and racial embarass-
ment in the African-American 
community. 
On Oct. 23, 1989, Charles Stuart, 
- 29, had planned and executed J he 
robbery and shooting of his pregnant 
wife Carol, and then injured himself, 
according to published reports. 
Stuart said that he was. shot by a 
mugger who panicked after getting 
il"!to ~pe couple's car after they left a 
b1rth1ng class. The assailant, as 
reported by Stuart, was a black man 
in a dark sweat suit. 
Many Howard students feel that 
racial tensions are still high in the ci-
ty of Boston. Several students native 
to the Boston area shared their feel -
ings of discontent in how the in-
vestigation was handled . 
Pamela Victim, a sophomore ma-
joring in psychology, notes that much 
of the publicity of this case, more 
specifically pul:)licity of black-on-
white crime, is a societal norn1 . 
''Black people as a whole need to 
unite"11ot just against racism , but the 
W'.1Y . blac~s have been portrayed,'' 
V1ct.1m said. 
In the Stuart case, this is how the 
story unfolded. Within days of the 
shooting, William Bennett, an ex-
convict, became the prime suspect in 
the case. Bennett was tried and con-
victed by city officials and the me'1,ia 
purely on the basis of racial 
insinuation. 
Bennett was arrested in the 
predominantly African-American 
neighborhood of Mission Hill, where 
police searched door-to-door looking 
for a man fitting Bennett's 
description. 
Nov. 23, Stuart was reported as 
having a ''strong physical reaction'' 
when he picked ;Bennett out of a 
li11e-up. 
As a nation would soon see, the 
011ly i11formation corroborfiting with 
Stuart's story and his identification 
.of Bennett was the fact that Bennett 
is black. 
Suddenly an entire nation was 
~hocked. Race \Vas no longer an 
issue. 
On Jan. 4, Stuart jumped to hi s 
death from the Tobin Bridge after verything they hear. 
learniitg that his brother Matthew, ''It's not just in Massachusetts or 
23, told authorities that his brother oston. ff that had bappeJied 
shot Carol Stuart and then shot nywhere, people wouldn't question 
himself. • t. The white person would be 
Stuart allegedly killed his wife in thought of as telling the truth over 
order to collect several insurance , he black person.''° 
policies totalling a sum in the range · Lisa Yarborough, a sophomore 
of $500,000. ptarketing major, says that Boston is 
Stuart had recently collected no more racist than any other city in 
S83,000 from a SI00,000 policy on his he United States. 
wife. T-he policy was one of two the Yarborough says that when she 
couple had taken out tWo weeks prior irst heard of the shooting, she did 
to the shooting. pot assume that racism was a factor, 
AftCr local Boston minority leaders however feels the city was lax in their 
learned that Stuart had become the lneans of investigating the case. 
prime suspect in his w11·e·s murder I ''When it was over, they said, 'I'm 
and committed SJ.t'icide, an apology sorry' and that was it . They did 
was demanded fr6m Boston mayor nothing for the black comm.unity. 
Raymond Flynn. '' They needed to do something 
''I demand an apology from the else .. It's jus.t been brushed off1 like 
mayor of Boston to every black per- oth1ng and 1t really bun a lot of peo- -
son in the city of Boston who was le.'' Yarborough said. 
traumatized and victimized by Ron Humphrey, a freshman ma-
political hysteria,'' said Louis Elisa, · oring in chemistry, said that he was 
president of the NA.ACP Boston angered by the actions ofl Mayor 
chapter. Flynn and those who investigated the 
Victim, the Hoston native, said that m.urder. 
the societal norm of negative por- • 
1rayal of blacks are causing even 
African-Americans to believe see Stuart , page IS 
Overseas drug joins list of highly addictive controlled substances 
See relared sf<Jrf. page I I 
By Tracy Carr 
Hilltop S1aff Rep:or1er 
A new drug called ''Ice'' has 
entered the United States and accor-
ding to the Drug Enforeemeni Agen-
cy.there is a current eff~rt to prevent 
the drug's spread arid identify its ef-
fects upon users. 1 
lee is a crystal methamphetamine 
once known as ''Speed'' in the !%Os. 
,''The drug has the appearance of 
chips.of broken glass, and the fumes 
are inhaled through a stem in a glass 
bowl," said Melvin Smith, a special 
agent with the DEA. 
According to Larry' Golden, a 
DEA analyst, there are two distinct 
characteristics of Ice: its sugar cane 
appearance and the way in which the 
drug is injected.~ 
Ice began in the city of Honolulu, 
Hawaii. The Narcotics Abuse and 
Control Committee was first inform-
ed of the drug in 1987. 
A news release by the ,Select Com-
mittee stated that agenc,es in HaWaii 
are putti~ forth an effort to control 
Ice before it has the opportunity to 
enter the mainland. 
The new, highly addictive drug 
continues to be a growing problem in 
Hawaii. The Select Committee's 
prin1ary concern is communication 
wi1h·law enforcement officicals in the 
is lands. 
''Right now, the local law enforce-
ment works on cases and com-
municates !with people on the 
mainland,'' said James Alexander, a 
professional staffer for the 
committee. 
In a hearing held on Jan. 13, 1989 
at the University of Hawaii, the Nar-
cotics Committee corroborated. to ex-
amine the spread of ·Ice and its 
similarities with crack cocaine. 
According to the DEA, the drug is 
affecting the white working class. 
One of the. main concerns of the drug 
is its appeal to women, due mainly to 
1he rapid weight loss associated with 
using the drug. 
The DEA is also concerned with a 
new phenomenon-Ice babies. 
According to the news release, 
there are two arrests relat-ed to Ice 
use I 
as opposed to one crack-related ar-
rest in Hawaii . 
Congressman Charles B. Rangel 
(D-N. Y .), chairman of the House 
Select Committee on Narcotics a11d 
AbuSe Control, is investigating 
shipments of lee from Asia to 
Hawaii, according to a news release. 
''We are currently concentrating 
on the source countries .of Ice in 
Southeast Asia," Alexander saiti. 
A stron:g similarity between the 
crack cocaine crisis in the United 
States and the Ice problem in Hawaii 
exists. The stimulant is more expen-
sive than crack cocaine but has many 
of the same physical affects, accor-
ding to Alexander. 
According to the Philadelphia In -
quirer, lee can be produced for 
$1,000 a' pound and sold in bulk for 
$5,000 a pound. On the stree1 one-
eighth of an ounce can sell for <ls 
much as $200. 
• lee, also known as cra11k or 
crystalline, has many in1media1e ef-
fects that could be fatal. 
GLAMOVR TOP 10 COLLEGE WOMEN 
' COMPETITION 1990 
" 
All interested female juniors 
1 · come by the Office of Stu-
dent Activities 117 
· l Blackburn Center and pick-
up an application. 
I\ 
• Deadline is Feb. 1, 1990 
• 
I ,_ TIME 
MAG!AZINE 
I 
Is bonducting a national search for 
20 outstanding college juniors 
whose academic ' records and 
achievements outside the classroom 
are setting exemplary standards of 
excellence. Interested juniors should 
stop .py the Office of Student Ac-
tj\lities, room 117 of the Blackburn 
Center for more information. 
• 
• 
. I 
Deadline 
• 
-
Feb. 1, 1990 
• 
I 
''The drug accelerates central ner-
vous system activities and influences 
the brain''for up to 16 hours," Smith 
said. · 
· '' \Veight loss, paranoia, hallucina-
tion, psychoses and anxiety are some 
of the serious effects of Ice," he 
added. 
''The drug has the ap-
pearance of chips of 
broken glass, and the 
fumes are inhaled 
through a stem in a 
glass bowl.'' 
- Melvin Smith 
The number of drug addicts may 
i11crease due to the emergence of lee. 
''011cc abysers get addi~ed th~y 
neglect and abuse their own 
·physiological needs,'' Golden said . 
Golden added that Jee is a controll-
ed substance and its popularity has 
increased because it is smokable. 
''A smaller amount of Ice is need-
ed to have the same effects as crack 
cocaine,'' Alexander explained. 
In order to prevent the spread of 
Ice there are actions that are being 
tal\,en. 
''First of all, we have to stop the 
traffickers because it is already a 
serious problem," Alexander said. 
The DEA is currently pursuing in-
vestigations to combat the spread of 
Ice. 
''We have no evidence of the drug 
reaching Washington, D.C. It is con-
centrated in the Hawaiian Islands, 
specifica·Jly the island of Oahu," 
"Smith said. 
It is believed that Koreans, Viet-
namese and Chinese groups present-
ly control the production of Ice, and 
the suppliers must be identified in 
order to decrease the escalation of 
Ice, according to Smith 
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pllolo by Serdt• N. Cobbs 
Howard professor C.Cil Bloke, left, 9r1111 Temple P1ofe1sor Molefi Asante. 
Sierra Lebne Council 
launches school in U.S. 
By Tina Travers 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
I . 
The Sierra Leone Acadeniy in the 
Americas and its newest publication 
were launched Tuesday in a dedica-
tion ceremony held in Cramton 
Auditorium. J 
According to a representative from 
the Sierra Leone National Council, 
''launching the academy in the 
United States with the rich medium 
of the essay is a good start. (The 
academy] shall become a storehouse 
for intellectual excellence." ~ 
Cecil Blake, a Howard professqr, 
authored ''Through the Prism of 
African Nationalism," the publica-
tion introduced on Tuesday. Blake 
used the essay as his medium of 
communication. r 
''Professor Blake is one of the 
middle-aged leaders of Africa . He is 
well-kinown around the world,' ; said 
Professor Molefi Asante, chairman 
of the Pan Africafl Studies Depan-
ment at Temple University . -
''When I first looked at ''Through 
the Prism of African Nationalism'' 
1 thought of it in the tradition of 
Baldwin, Bethune and Kareo.ga ," 
Asante said. ' 
''Blake came near Edward Blyden 
who himself was committed to the 
fact that [there's] nothing in the 
world that people have done lthat 
Africa can't do,'' he said. · 
The academy was founded in 1989 
to protect and promote research at 
the highest scholarly level to con-
tribute to the development of S~erra 
Leone and the rest of the African 
continent., 
In add1t1on, the academy exists to 
• 
" 
provide Africa with many scholarly 
works to revive the intellectually 
famined continent. 
''What is important to me is the 
celebration of a channel, the creation 
of an institute that seeks through ac-
tion to bring out of millions of 
Africans scholarship and ideals," 
Blake said. 
According to Blake, Africans have 
consistently sought to legitimize their 
''being, intellect and mistakes within 
the realm of the sources that 
dominated them." 
Blake encouraged Africans to 
legitimize themselves and to unders-
tand the difference between an idea 
and thinking. 
''We need to remove ourselves 
from the notion that having an idea 
means that we have thought . The 
thinking process is not just a level of 
ideas (you must} interpret, evaluate 
rand put them into practice," Blake 
said. 
According to Dr. Sulayman 
Nyang, director of the African ' 
Studies Research Program at 
Howard University, Howard's posi-
tion as a leader in black education 
ma,kes it an ideal place for the laun-
ching of the academy. 
''Howard University has, been 
described as the Mecca of black in-
telligence, the capstone of black 
education. We are talking about 
leaders who are going to change 
things in Africa," Nyang said. 
Africans must master, the language 
of the conqueror and liberate 
themselves mentally and then 
physically, he said. 
''The pen is mightier than the 
sword," Nyang said. 
-
\ 
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This Homecoming '89 logo was embla1 ed on buttoft1. T-shirta and posten. 
Budget 
continued from page I 
deadline for schools to submit their 
candidates earlier. 
The pop concert, featuring 
Stephanie Mills, took in $33,625. 
More than $1,006.50 was spent on 
the event . 
When asked what changes he 
would make if he were chairman next 
year, Williams said he would add a 
reggae concert and shift the time of 
the comedy concert. 
''This (the comedy night) was a 
quality event which was scheduled 
one weeek too early . Had this event 
taken place the night of the 
homecoming game, it wou ld have 
so ld lout," Williams said. 
Some of the other changes 
Williams said he wouJd make include 
centralizing the leadership of the 
fashion show . 
This year, there were four different 
coordinators who all repQrted to him. 
He said he found it difficult to give 
a set of directions to four different 
' 
people. 
In addition, he said he would also 
start publicizing the events of 
homecoming earlier. '' I would have 
publ icized the concerts a little 
ea rl ier,'' said the sen iOr from 
Roanoke, Va. 
Overal l, out of $1 34,000, only 
$125,062.3 1 was spent leaving next 
year's homecoming committee with 
$8,937.69. 
Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins, ex-
ecutive secretary for the Horhecom-
ing Policy Board , said that the pop 
concert was a major factor in the 
homec9ming's financial success. 
'' If the concert had 90t gone over, 
we probably would have been owing 
money,'' Lightfoot-Watkins said. 
She added that this year's surplus 
is not just-a profit , but seed money 
for the 1990 Homecoming Commit-
tee which will be faced with expenses 
which drain its budget, usually 
amounting to $50,000. 
As Williams leaves, the chairman 
of the Homecoming 1990 has yet to 
be selected. Williams predicts that 
this may make the job of running the 
annual homecoming events a little 
more difficult. 1 .1 1 1 
• 
• 
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Search begins for new 
homecoming chai1·1nan 
By George Danlels 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
As the final financial reports of the 
1989 homecoming celebration come 
in, the search fo r a new chairman is 
beginning. 
According to some officials who 
have worked on the annual event in 
past years, prio r experience is only 
one of the qualities desired in a new 
chairman, 
''Experience is a misnomer, " said 
Jonat11an Willialns, 1989 Homecom-
ing Steering Committee chairman. 
T he res po nsibilit ies o f th t: 
homecoming chairman are to develop 
plans fo r homecoming programs in 
conjunction with members of the 
Homecoming Steering Committee· 
preside over the steering committee'. 
select a vice chairman , secretary and 
various committee coordinators; and 
~evelOJ? a pr?pos~ operating budget 
1n conjunction with the committee 
treasurer . 
The homecoming chairman will 
also carry out all university-wide 
homecoming board p o licies, 
guidelines and directives; present a 
fi na l comprehensive report of 
homecomi ng activities to t he 
Homecoming Policy Board by the 
end of November of each year ; sign 
all disbursement requests in conjunc-
tion with treasurer and general ad-
visor; and serve as a voting member 
of the policy board. 
Williams, who lists good t ime 
management skills and a strong will 
as an asset for the position, said that 
all aP.plications are due by Jan. 31. 
, Williams also added that ac-
cessibility and ihe ability to work with 
other people are other recommend-
ed qualifications. 
-
Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins, acting j 
dir.~or of. the Office of Stu~ent Ac- • 
t1v1t1es, satd, ''It's not as simple as -
most people think it is, even-for peo-: 
pie who have worked previously with 
specific events.'' · . 
Lightfoot-Watkins is also executive 
secretary for the Homecoming Policy 
Board, which sets . regulations and 
policies for all aspects of 
homecoming. 
Lightfoot-Watkins said that many 
come to the chairman position with 
unrealistic expectations and do not 
use time wisely, whic~1 she said has 
led to stress in the pa! ~ . 
Williams recommends that his 
potential successors consider how 
they would deal with that pressure. 
''You can't be flustered. You must 
be able to work under pressure,'' he 
said. 
Watkins suggests that applicants 
for the position have a light academic 
lol_ld 'nd good time management 
skills . 
In addition to completing a one-
page application, applicants must 
also write a. proposal of what they 
would focus on and how they would 
organize Homecoming 1990. 1 Once applications are submitted, 
applicants Will be interviewed by the 
Homecoming Policy Board, which is -
made up of four students appointed 
by the Howard University Student 
Association president, three 
undergraduate students appointed by 
the Undergraduate Student Assembly 
coordinator and two graduate and 
professional students appointed by 
the Graduate Student Assembly 
coordinator. 
Applications are available in the 
Office of Student Activities located 
in the Armour J . _Blackburn Center, 
Room 11 7. 
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Cigarettes and blacks 
A short time ago, R.J. Reynolds Corp ., one 
of the nation 's major cigarette manufacturers, 
decided to capitalize on the growing numbers 
of black tobacco cigarette smokers by 
marketing a brand of cigarettes aimed 
specifically at the blac~ community. They were 
to be named ''Uptown'' cigarettes. 
But fortunately f0r African-Americans, 
Louis Sullivan, appointed last year by Presi-
dent to head the Department of Health and 
Human Services, acted responsibly . 
Sullivan, who was formerly head of the 
Morehouse College ofMj'dicine, was aware of 
the potential dangers to black people of such 
a development and · acted to bring enough 
political pressure against the manufacturer to 
force them to abort their plans . 
The number of black lives saved by the ac-
• 
tions ,of this black man and those who sup-
ported him is inestimable. Thousands of black 
people die every year from cancers brought 
about by the use of tobacco cigarettes . 
If an entire marketing strategy was design-
ed to encourage blacks to smoke a certain kind 
of cigarette, it would most likely have resulted 
in even more use of cigarettes by blacks. 
The black community needs to maintain a 
unique cultural identity in many ways, but we 
can do just fine without our own brand of 
cigarettes. 
We need more activism in the black com-
munity of the kind demonstrated by Louis 
Sullivan. Black people who attain positions of 
power and influence in this society need to 
maintain their integrity and use those positions 
for positive ends . 
.: punishment with ·love 
political power of the black com111unity, we 
cannot afford tci trust the future of our com-
munity with leaders who are addicted to crack 
cocaine . 
We cannot allow ourselves to 1support the 
actions of anybody whQ calls themselves black 
in the na{lle of black solidarity . At one point, 
we have to hold our leaders responsible for 
their actions and how they will affect the well· 
being of our community . 
But the bottom line of all of this is Marion 
Barry, the man. We recognize that he is a good 
man who has done many good things for our 
city. We would like to lend him our moral sup-
port in his attempts to cleanse his body, mind 
and soul of this terrible disease, and return to 
again make meaningful contributions to this 
community . ; 
A parent wl\ose child has gone astray must 
punish that clrild severely enough that he or 
she learns a lesson ; but at the same time still 
make sure that the child knows that they are 
loved. -
In the same way, we, as a community, must 
make sure that Marion Barry Jr. knows what 
he did was wrong and that he must pay a price 
for his actions . At the same time there should 
still be an expression of our love for him and 
concern for his well-being . 
In light of District May0r Marion Barry's 
arrest last week on charges of illegal posses-
sion of c.ocaine, a group of Howard students, 
led by Black Nia F.O.R.C.E will hold a rally 
on Wednesday, Jan . 31 in support of him. We 
support them in their endeavors, but we would 
like to make it clear exactly where we stand 
on this issue. 
It has become increasingly clear that Barry, 
like so many other black leaders today, was 
the target of an extensive government plot to 
destroy his credibility as a leader. Many ex-
press outrage at the lengths taken by FBI of-
ficials in order to obtain his arrest. 
We believe that inve~igations into possible 
criminal activity on the part of politicians is 
disproportionately and unjustly directed at 
black politicians, particularly those willing to 
assert some degree of independence. We can-
not just forget that the FBI has a clear history 
of racist repression of the aspirations of black 
leadership. 
On the other hand, it is an outrage that the 
same man who is supposed to lead the 
District's "war on drugs'' is himself a drug 
abuser. The mayor of this city must serve as 
a role model its youth. 
Furthermore, if it is true that there is a con-
spiracy to destroy black leadership and the 
Resolve the tension 
Here we are, at the start of a new decade 
here at Howard, and rhe financial aid pro-
blems of the last decade remain apparently un-
changed. Despite all the administrative 
rhetoric, students are still waiting in seeming-
ly endless lines to talk to either uncooperative 
or ignorant employees and waiting months for 
their money to clear . 
In previous years, we were told that finan-
cial aid was in the process. of installing a new 
computer system and once it was installed the 
problems would be cleared up. Where is the 
new system? And if it's here, why do the p'ro-
blems persist? 
The university hired the Peat Marwick con-
.suiting firm to help alleviate the problems, but 
now tension has apparently arisen between 
those in Howard's financial aid office and the 
consulting firm. 
Why is there tension? Some have suggested 
that it is racial, considering that the consulting 
firm is predominantly white while the finan-
cial aid office is mostly black. 
Maybe our financial aid ·employees resent 
the consulting firm because they have been 
given the resources which were always denied 
to the financial aid office allowing them to ap-
pear as the "heroes" who came to save us from 
our own ineptitude. 
So now there are reports that the consulting 
firm is having troubles serving the students 
because they are unable to secure complete 
cooperation from the financial aid office. We 
are told that employees for the consulting firm 
want to help, but are not able to, while finan-
cial aid employees are able to help, but don't 
want to. 
Either way, the students are the victims. The 
·administration needs to take whatever 
measures are necessary to resolve this problem 
and make sure the students receive the best 
treatment possible. 
• 
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- Letters to the Editor 
The truth about 
financial aid 
Dear Editor, I 
You have a good newspaper and 
have been a good reporting source for 
those of us at Howard. 
Your article in the January 19 
issue, however, on fmancial aid, writ-
ten by JoAn Rochez, contains some 
incomplete information. 
I work in financial aid, and have 
more knowledge of what has 
occured . 
Your article indicates Peat Mar-
wick and Bert Smith company were 
hired . I never heard of Bert Smith 
company and this must be the blacks 
who were hired when the students 
complained. 
But the fact is that both companies 
are for accountants not people with 
financial aid experience. 
Before either firm, Mrs. Price sub-
mitted a request for additional per-
sonnel, space, equipment, termina1s, 
telephones and suplies; nothing came 
easy and everything was with -a 
struggle. 
Even if additional people were ap· 
proved for hiring, there were pro-
blems; as a result, she lost several 
people she had selected for hire: 
She was told of the expense involv-
ed in getting what she wanted . 
Sometimes those above her reduced 
the requested bu~get, supplies, or 
personnel. 
She requested additional compen· 
sation, time or payment for person· 
nel in the office who worked over-
time; not approved. Supplies w~re 
sent back; cost too much. 
Requests to maintenance to 
remove old broken furniture did not 
result in immediate removal. Big 
record holders that did not work took 
time top get authorization approved. 
Funds for microfilming old records 
Were not available or had some 
strings attached. Terminals took 
more than a year to get. Telephones 
took another year to change. 
We worked long hours. Mrs. Price 
worked from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p .m. 
generally from Monday to Friday 
. and stopped at 6:00 p.m . on 
Saturday. ·-
Many Sundays we were in the· of-
fice. No one cared enough to help us 
get lunch even though the lunch 
facility was closed. 
Overtime, even compensatory 
time, was difficult to get; overtime 
pay was almost negligible. We had to 
pray and hope to get a chance to use 
our leave because many of us had 
already accumulated enough leave 
that we would either lose or use it. 
Letters Guide 
The Hillcop welcomes your 
views on any public issues. 
We routinely condense letters 
for space. We also correct errors 
of scyle, spelling, and 
punctuation. 
We publish ~nal.fac· 
tual material . to us. 
We 'do not publish poecry or 
open letters. 
Faculcy and administrators 
are encourag_ed to write and 
share their ideas and 
innovations. 
, 
We had a dean who was in charge 
for more than a year and some of us 
sciw him in the office maybe three or 
four times, never to help but most of 
the time to tell someone to do 
something. But I guess he did not 
know enough to help. 
People from the dean's office, 
from vice president, from the presi· 
dent, and alumni would call or send 
notes to have her do something and 
everyone thought their request was 
tops and she should do it 
inimediately. 
Even when she protested about the 
many notes, it did not stop . 
Sometimes the people you work for 
can have a mean streak in them and 
if you rebelled, you would be the one 
to suffer . 
administration without consulting the 
director, dean or vice president 
handling financial aid. 
Assistants to the president, deans 
vice presidents; everyone wanted to 
get in the act and have students think 
they were doing a job. 
Deans felt everything should stop 
when they called and even if the 
director was in conference, she felt 
she should drop everything to help a 
student. 
The director's private telephone 
number was given to parents and 
, students by the dean and others and 
It his made it difficult to do some of the things she should be doing. 
·1 Efforts to protest this to the of-
fenders meant nothing and it was 
So, Peat Marwick was hired and , see Aid, page 15 
his accountants came in and had to ) be trained by associates in the office. 
They ended up with almost 40 ad· 
ditional people to supplement our 
staff of approximately 22. With 40 
additional people, it is easier . 
Peat Marwick was paid over a 
million dollars and when some 
students complained about the white 
structure. I guess this is when Bert 
Smith company was hired to bring in 
some black faces. 
With Peat Marwick, who was 
hired without the consent and 
knowled!Je of thoSe directly con-
nected with· financial aid, they were 
given everything they wanted. 
Suddenly, We got people, the fur-
niture which was not approved was 
approved; the space became 
available; the ear of the president was 
available; additional terminals were 
found; reportS to and from the presi· 
dent were made directly so that no 
one could verify the accuracy of what 
Peat Marwick was claiming they had 
accomplished. 
I am not complaining too much 
about Peat Marwick; they did ac-
complish some good. We got atten-
tion. Top administrative officials 
were told of the need for people and 
space. 
Equipment was repaired. We pro-
vided information for the procedure 
manual they were preparing. 
Additional needed personnel for 
the computer facility were made 
available. Forty or more people were 
used tO supplement the 22. 
Students could sit in the library 
while someone tried to help them 
whereas they had to sit in the hall on 
chairs or on the floor while financial 
aid personnel tried to help. 
Decisions were made which had to 
be changed when some of us brought 
Greek .Fest: \ . 
Back in effect? 
On January 18-19 Norfolk State 
convened a conference to help 
Virginia Beach plan for Labor Day' 
(Greek Fest) t990. 
Students, faculty and staff from 
numerous black colleges along with 
a few local businessmen and police 
officers worked various issues for a 
day and a half . . , . 
The conference produced a host of 
solid recommendations concerning 
special events, public relations, crowd 
control and community support 
systems. 
If the city fathers take ihese ideas 
seriously, Greek Fest 1990 should be 
a blast . 
I am convinced they will-
ambivalence best describes the at-
titude of city representatives. 
Racial views change slowly, the re-
cent election of Doug Wilder not-
withstanding. Virginia Beach will 
release the fmdin~s of its owo Greek 
Fest commission 1n February. It may 
be well to suspend judgement until 
then. 
The events of Greek Fest 1989 cap-
tured the essence of white racial at-
1 
titudes in America: Black Americans 
thwarted and frustrated while pursu-
ing basic civil rights. If a right is to 
Qave meaning it must be exercised. 
Principle dictates a return of Greek 
Fest 1990 to Virginia Beach Labor. 
I Day weekend. However, prudence re-quires students and city fathers to start a dialogue which will prevent 
further violence and bloodshed. 
to their attention the requirements of L S D 
our regulations. · · awso~ 
ConfCrences were held by school Campus Police 
I 
Letters, as well as commen· 
taries, must be typed and sign· 
ed, comp/ece wich full address 
and telephone number. 
Send io: 
Letters_ to the Editor 
The Hilltop 
2217 4th St. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20059 
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do not ner=rily refkcc IN opi-
nions of Howard University, its 
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Commentary I 
James R. Herring 
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THE MAYOR ·AND CRACK ••• Barriers to progress 
Alonza Robertson 
It's not· over 'til 
. Marion Barry sings 
What happened to Mayo r 
Marion Barry last Thursday trig-
gers many questions beyo nd that 
of his arrest for buying and smok-
ing crack with a has-been model in 
a ritzy downtown hotel. 
Yes, his political career may 
well be over. And 111aybe the 
thought of a city governme111 
without a 11 clec1ed leader makes 
others nervous. How 1nuch time 
William A. Green 
Aman 
on drugs 
The time ha'S conic to bur}' 
the entity of another black man 
whose life's accon1plishments, 
like ashes, have been blo~n 
away by the winds of human 
imperfection and socie1al 
demands. 
Barry, mayor , black activist 
and proud black man, is now 
facing a present that would 
have inevitably become his 
future when proof of his drug 
probli!rn fi~ally came 'to ligqt. 
H owever, let us punish him 
for his crimes as outlined in 1he 
Constitut ion only, rather than 
conceptual char~es of 
he will bargain for is also a sub-
ject 011 the minds of many. 
But j ust one week after Marion 
Barry 's addiction to a.lcohol and 
cocaine was exposed, black people 
are allowing themselves to be just 
as impassionate to him as they are 
to those who spent some $40 
million on various sting operations 
10 try 10 ca1ch hin1 in some 
crin1inal ac1. 
If lhe FBI spent $40 million wat-
chidg, su rveying and monitoring 
me. I'm sure 1hey'd eventually 
find ou t about those parking· 
tickets I stil l haven't paid or that 
I speed on 1-395 in that tunnel on 
the way to Chapter Ill . I bet 
they'd find something on you too . 
I am convinced that the 
''powers that be'' eagerly lurk in 
the shadows, anxiously waiting to 
pounce on any black leader who 
messes up. It never fails! When a 
black leader becomes j even a 
mininial part of any type of trou -
ble ii is well report ed and in -
vestigated . Afri can -Americans 
have no roo1n for errors. 
There is a lesson fo r/ a ll us self-
proclain1ed future leaders of the 
race. We should no1expect10 play 
~-me games that white people play 
in !heir sladium without getting 
caught. Many of them never do. 
I think integrity will be a virtue 
va lued in t he 1990s. If you were-
entrusted with 1noney would you 
Yasmin Razaq 
·1 
be honest enought not 10 steal any, 
even if you knew it could never be 
detected? Would you tell the truth 
even if it were unfavorable to your 
personal agenda? WoUld you 
value friendship and family, or 
would power and greed drive you 
to forgt•t these fundatnentals of 
life? 
Being trl1e to oneself is probably 
the first step in: building integrity . 
Mayor Barry lost his, after becom-
ing so committed to the welfare of 
the city. He lived a lie to himself. 
That self-deni a l was fueled by hi s 
addictio11 . He probably really 
believed 1t1at ht' didn't have a 
proble111 
Rasheeda Moore sold out for 
money . She claimed she wanted to 
do the right thing by luring Barry 
into the sting operation. They were 
supposed to have been friends for 
more that IO years . Why didn't 
she warn hime of 1he operation 
and plead for him to clean :himself 
up? Because she fell ~ctim to 
those shopping sprees at son' s 
Corner the FBI provided or her 
and her three children . 
Stt Column, p•ge 14 
The writer is a senior in the School 
of Commu11ications and editor it1 
chief o/ l "he Hilltop. 
Today, I would like to share with 
you one of the most horrifying, mind 
shattering, mind boggling and disillu-
sioning registration experiences in my 
very short life . 
The event took place in the not so 
hallowed haJls of the school of 
business (soon to be named the Her· 
ring School of Business) . To make 
this horror story Jess burdensome on 
me in the future, I shall change the 
names of the principle characters in-
volved and give you an opportunity 
10 compare notes with me. 
Some time ago, I decided to change 
my major from finance to philosophy 
(for reasons 1 decline to explain for 
fear of inciting others to rage). But 
being still technically a finance ma-
jor, I reside under the jurisdiction 
and general marshal! law of the 
School of Business. 
So here it is, spring semester of 
1990, and I decide that I would like 
to participate in the Washington 
Consortium Program . 
In the consorti um program, 
Howard students are allowed to take 
courses of their choice at other col -
leges in the Washington, D.C. area . 
The students must meet financial. 
a s well as academic and ad-
ministrative, approval . 
The only firm, insurmountable, 
totally unyielding and uncompromis-
. ing r_equirement states specifically 
that you must be a junior. 
On Tuesday, I strolled up to the 
School o f B. wi1h a very pleasant and 
content expression on my face since 
I was pruden1 enbugh to get validated 
Wore the invasion of HU folk in full 
force and full effect (whatever that 
means) . 
Since 1he application, a very short 
forn1 , required only three signatures, 
I decided I would try to get the first 
fron1 ... yes, you guessed ii, 01·. JOh11-
nie Greenie-Weenie (l ' 1n sorry, this 
is as much a disguise as n1y warped 
conscience would allow.) 
I 
and my lower jaw fell open . 
Whaa .. . she repeated what she said 
(I'll spare you .) I tried to explain to 
her what the course book said, but to 
no avail . 
What could I say? Nothing. So I 
left. I left and went straight upstairs 
to a higher plain of authority-the 
dean's office . 
They happily told me that my com-
plaint would have to be heard by one 
of the assistant deans first (I guess he 
was too busy hiring and firing all the 
incortipetent accounting t~chers). 
I told my complaint to the assistant 
dean. He went downstairs to talk to 
her and excavate her motivation for 
ruining my academic career . 40 
minutes passed and he said, ''no-go, 
sorry .r • She wouldn't sign it. 
The assistant dean instructed me 
that the matter was now left up to the 
dean and I'd probably have to wait ' 
50 weeks to get the matter resolved. 
Also, I was told to get a letter from 
my prospective chairman i.n liberal 
arts saying tQat it was OK for me to 
take the classes. 
The waves of oppression were ris· 
ing .against me, but I was tesolved, 
''Give me liberty or give me ... consor-
tium classes .'' 
The next day I unsuccessfully tried 
again, and finally ended up trucking 
over to the A-building and pouring 
my problems into window numbe~ 
two . They said, ''We cannot make 
her sign that form, no matter what 
her reasons are, I'm sorry." 
Thoy suggested that I go to see Dr. 
West, ll the official head of the pro-
gram. When I told him my problem, 
he was incredibly puzzled at the ad-
ministration's treatment of me. 
Then he took out his pen and 
holding it up into the air, he yelled, 
''I ha Ve the power.'• Lightning struck 
him, transforming him into master of 
the uOiverse . 
He signed my form and the only 
thing I could do was bask in his 
superp display of power and 
authority . 
1 misleadin g, deceiving and 
deluding the black race. I am 
- not aware of any Caucasian 
politician yet who has 1101 been 
a master of deception . · The influence of the media 
So here I am, in the back corner 
office of Dr . Greenie-Weenie waiting 
on my turn , and I see Greenie-Weenie 
coiled into a telephone cord on the 
phone (probably asking for instruc-
tions on how to do her job) . 
I watched it conquer ignorance and 
incompetence, shattering the forces 
against advancement and oppor-
tunity in one bold stroke. 
Yesi I did win, but 1 also lost . I 
found out that there arc people of my 
own race who are willing to do 
anything possible to stand in the way 
"'.'Of ~ opportuniiies for educational 
betterment . 
• 
Wh y is it then that whj1e 
politicians over the years have 
committed some of !he most 
heinous and abon1inable crimes 
of not onl,.· drugs, bur alcohol, 
sex a!jd child prostitu tion . 1101 
10 ment~p11 sodomy, and h<-:vc 
still been able to retain some 
credibility. 
I am by no means defend!(ig 
what he did. But I thi11k it is im-
perative that we, as a race, not 
join hands with the white man 
in condemning 011r own . 
So please throw the book at 
him, but when you are done let 
him. re1urn t1tbeing just a 11a11 
again . 
The wricer is aju11ior i11 tl1e SChool 
of Business. 
A recent event in the news 
media has clearly sh10W11 us what 
the An1erican press is c~able of 
by exercising its power . 
I don 't thi11k I need to mentio11 
which eve11t 1 am referri ng to see-
ing as the TV, newspapers, radio, 
magazines, etc. have not failed in 
daily thrusting its details down our 
throats . 
On the day fCllowing this event 
I had three classes and in each one 
our usual education was rep laced 
by discussion of thi s matter . 
Sometimes it was not even a 
discussion, bu! a quarrel based on 
disjointed facts, opi11ions and 
l1eated emotions. 
\Vh y was 1his? Perhaps because 
the news media chose 10 portray 
this serious incide11t as farcical 
Dr. Michael Fra'<.ier, Ph.D. 
rather 1han to relate relevant fact s 
and info rmation . 
I disagree with this approach, of 
using sensationalism to sell news 
i11 a barbaric manner . 
Evc ryone's 'lives in the past few 
' 
The news media 
chose to portray this 
serious incident as farcical. 
days has been tainted by one 
man 's mistake: y,·e must not forge! 
that he is also a c iti'itn who com-
Hebrew B'Judah 
milted a crime and should be 
punished appropriately . 
However, this does not excus_e .• 
the ridicufous\y" e¥gcrrated '1. - .. 
ti1ude the press torik towards tlie 
mayor over a misdemeanor . 
This event revealed the true 
character of the news tnedi ci na-
1ionally and internationally . Is it 
one to be proud of? Or one to be 
ashamed of! Sadly, lam tempted 
to choose the latter . 
The news media must realize 
their function in society , which is 
to inform and educate and start to 
practice this rather than insulting 
our intelligence by creating 
melodramas out of serious issues . 
The writer is a student in the 
School of Communications 
After she finished talking~and 
laughing on the phone, I told her that 
I wanted to participate in the cq.nsor -
• thiuml~ogram ~d ,sol!'dJ l'f'i~v'i! 
er 1~nature . 
She looked at ·m y courses 
(Transcendental Phenomenology-I 0 I 
and Anti-Philosophy-102) . 
Behind her seven-inch thick glasses 
she gave me that ' 'you must be 
crazy'' look and said ''Uh uhh dawlin 
(darling) you have tub (to) need deez 
(these) hear {here?) clas.Se$ to gra-
juhh-ate {graduate) and be a seenyuh 
(senior). (I've been here two and a 
half years and does anyone besides 
myself wonder which mail order 
catalog gave Greenie her PhD.) 
At that moment, I was stunned. 
What was she talking about? What 
was she saying? She had to be pull-
ing my le~ . 
My eyes popped out ofpmy head 
Thi~ is the .school that is supposed 
to be behind the idea of your ac· 
complishments 100 percent, but in-
stead, it masquerades as a sheep in 
wolves' clothing, waiting for the first 
opportunity to chew you up and spit 
you oUt like mawed meat . 
Some female dogs do the same 
thing to their young puppies. 1 must 
now say thank you to those who have 
helped me in my educational journey. 
To the bewildered doberman in the 
School of Business, Dr. Green, I say 
thank you very much. 
The wr.iter is a junior in somewhere 
in the HU bureaucracy. 
Renewing our Afrocentric commitment 
Upon my return to Howard Univ~rsity I no1ic-
ed several things about the ''State of the Mec-
ca''_ which is just a microcosm of the greater 
society . 
These componen1s of our continual men-
tal/ spiritual enslavemen1 included the recent 
Howard Homecoming fiasco, stalemate in the 
Afro. American Studies department, installment 
of an even more conservative administration and 
lack of momentum on behalf of the African s1u-
dent to address community/campus issues . 
On the basis of much needed re-motivation, 
re-orientatio11 , re-priority and redefining, I write 
this article . 
Let' s start with the Homecoming fiasco . It is 
still somewhat evident that someone at Howard 
has exacerbated the dividing factor here without 
our direct consen1: tha1 factor is the tone and 
shade of your skin! 
' 
• 
It does not matter what tone and shade your 
skin is, you are black. Don't let the enemy divide 
us over their standard· of beauty. 
Africans taught the world what is good and 
beautiful. My personal tastes emphasize first the 
spirit/mind and then the physical factors are last . 
Even the physical should be cen1ered around 
lasting beauty rather than temporal pleasures . 
Secondly, the Afro-American Studies Depart-
ment has yet to make progress toward a doctoral 
program . 
It is a shame that our best and brightest still 
must beg for a good program from our 
oppressor . 
Thirdly, the administration has unleashed a 
control mechanism much more devastating than 
could be administered by Mr. Lee Atwater . 
The European's best weapon against our true 
liberation is the NEGRO! 
Look at the reCCnt Board of Trustee nomina-
tions and find our their connections. 
If you coine to the Undergraduate Lecture 
Room every Thursday at 6:36 p .m ., we discuss 
and give hardcore proof on some ol the Board 
of Trustees that are connected to a network 
design for Global Control through conquest or 
surrender . 
When will the students become real and active. 
The knowledge you gain is not for mental 
masturbation, but to exercise correct judgement 
in being part of a corrective force in the universe. 
Let us rebuild tile wasted places and do good 
unto each other this new decade! Peace and Love 
be yours always . I 
1"he writer is a senior majoring in e/ec trical 
engineering. ~ 
, I 
The African-American experience deserves recognition 
A recent ediiorial by Ken R:ingle to our society . I am certai11 lhat an African- credentials from white institutions of center~ at Harvard, the University of societi~ 
appeared in the Oct . 24, 1989 edition Mr . Ringle and others argue a American museum would naturally higher learning and are trained in the Virginia and the ·university of YeS. it is good to talk about black. 
of The Washington Post entitled, ··~ bla~k m~seum .should be t~eated in include the white historical presence best research techniques and Roch~ster ar~ playin~ a signifi~ant and white cooperation and living bet-
Separate Museum_ for -B!acks? No: ci;>n1unc t1.on w~lh . the mainstream wh~n and wh~rever appropriate. The methodologies. role 1n t~ach1n~ Afr1can-Amer1can ter i~ p. multiracial society which 
Unfortunately, Mr. Ringle 1s so 1g- ~1s1ory _with which 1t has always been rationale behind the museum is not Second, black studies programs scholarship to high.school teachers . practices Manin Luther Kina Jr's 
norant abo~t the contributions of 111tertw1ned . white exclusion bul African- contribute to American universities Fifth, black studies as an inter- vision!. · ' 
African-American schol.ars as well as N~verth~less, the fa~t re_mains ~hat Amer.ican f~cus. claim. of teaching the whole truth by di~c~plinary focu~ o.n hist~!Y, The harsh reality, however, is that 
the value of black studies programs the 1nclus1on of Afr1can·Amer1can It 1s unlikely that the African- rescuing and reconstructing black rel1g1on, social orgaruzation, polittcs, African.Americans and other ethnic 
to the U.S. society's understanding of contributions in m.ost pu~lic school ".'m~rican struggle f?r freedoJ!l and history. by ch~~nging rac~st _myths, econo~~cs, psychology and the minority groups rarely sec evidence 
itself that he assumes~ b!ac~ museum sys1ems as well as 1n th~ te~eral arts J~st1ce can be told without white ac- correcting om1~1ons and d1~to~1ons, human111es a~tempt to enhance .both to support the notion that they also 
has no value unless it 1s integrated and museum community 1s almos1 t1vists such as Charles Sumner, Thad- and by producing alternative inter- black and white students' capaaty to have a stake in the themes of 
with other aspects of white Aril~rica. non-existent . deus Stevens, John Brown, Viola pretations of history based upon make .si$nificant contributions to a American history . 
We live in a nation and a world Even Mr. Ringle's publisher, The Liuzza, Andrew Goodman, Michael rigorous research in the social plural1st1c society. A new museum for African-
identifir.d by groups and blacks have Washington Post, states in an Oct. 26 ~hwerner and others who dedicated sciences. Perhaps an African-American Americans would be tangible 
d_eveloped !heir ov.:n ~oup histqry in- editorial that the bene.fit~ to be r~~ their lives .to that struggle . Th!rd, after t~enty . years of muse~m ~hich incllldes so!11c of the e~dence to support a proper accoun-
s1de America . This history can best from a ''separate bu1ld1ng- w1th its Now, with respec1 to Mr. Ringle's teaching, researching, 1ntellectual contr1but1ons of black studies can go ting of the role of this ethnic groups 
be highlighted by such a museum. own identity, its own scholarJy uneiilightened comment about black production and service to American a long way iq cre~ting an environ- in the development of the nation. 
TC? this ~~d .. Congr~ss~an John presence and i.ts own ability to attract studi~s being associ.ated with univ.ersities and students, black mc:nt where both ~lack and white I . -· ----
, 
Lewis has 1n1t1ited leg1slat1on Jfor a both white and black unenlightened scholarship: first, the studies as a central feature of the col· children can have access to a com- The writer is a Dl'Ofesaor of A./10-
new museum to commemo..a_te the museumgoers-still outweigh the leading scholars in the black studies lege curriculum is here to stay. prehensive and balanced view of the American studiei at Roword ~ 
contributions of African-Atf!Ericans drawbacks .'' tradition obtained their academic Fourth, black studies research African-American experience in UniVt!fSity. 
' 
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Americans experience traditions of Africa 
Two Howard! University :s_tudents educated by visit, found similarities in daily life 
By Jennifer Ho,.ard 
Hilltop Staff Re,her 
Waking up and finding elephant 
and lion prints outside of a hut and 
experiencing sounds of Wild animals 
the same night might seCm frighten-
ing to some, but to Jenae Roscoe it 
was part of an enlightening cultural 
experience in Africa. 
Roscoe spent her Christmas in the 
southeastern part of Africa. Her twin 
sister, Jeneen Roscoe, alsO spent 
three and a half weeks of her sum-
mer in Zimbabwe, Z.!ambia and 
Kenya, 
Their trips were in conjunction 
with the National Association for 
Equal Opportunity in Higher Educa-
tion (NAFEO), which is a non-profit 
organization whose' educational goals 
are to create funds and tjpportunites 
for students in blaCk colleges. 
According to Jenee~1 the main 
purpose of the trip -~as o visit col-
leges in Africa and to start study 
abroad programs between historically 
black colleges and univer·sities in the 
United States with African univer-
sities such as the Univer~ty of Zam-
bia and the University of Zimbabwe. 
/ In addition, the twins visited game 
parks, which are vast land areas 
where wild animals run free. 
though it was summer in the United 
States. 
''The way 1 dressed made it ob-
vious that 1 was from the states . 
African women don't wear jeans and 
men don't wear up-to-date jeans that 
we wear," Janeen said. 
''Jeans we wear would probably 
cost about $200 in some parts of 
Africa. Africans have their own 
cultural style of dress,'' she said. 
Jenae said Harare, one of Zim-
babwe's, largest cities, reminded her 
of New York City. 
'' It was very urbanized, there were 
skyscrapers and discotheques . Jn the 
discotheques and in the city the 
Africans listened to reggae , African 
tunes, Queen Letifah, Soul II Soul 
and they loved Bobby Brown,'' Jenae 
. ' 
• 
• 
to white South Africans,'' Jenae ex-
pressed. 
Jenae continued, ''when I was in 
a duty-free shop, Africans and white 
South Africans were buying things . 
We were all in the lines together and 
the Africans would let the white 
South Africans get in front of them. 
[My group and I] were shorjced. We 
just waited.'' 
''[My all black group] went in-
to an - all white restaurant and 
everyone stared at us. As we walked 
in, someone asked who we were and 
when they found out that we were 
black Americans they made an over 
zealous attempt to be friendly,'' 
Jenae said. 
Jenae remembered eating alligator 
tail which she described as ''tough''. 
''I didn't like it. I think I psyched 
myself out of liking it because it was 
alligator tail,'' she said. 
The twins both agreed that all 
African-Americans should make an 
attempt to see a part of Africa. 
''It is vital for African-Americans 
to see where they originate from and 
to see (.the similarities that both 
cultures share.'' Jenae said. 
Jeneen was concerned with the 
small number of black students who 
are studying in Africa but yet 
Africans would love to work with 
African-Americans. ''The game park was unlike 
anything I had ever seen. The animals 
were not inhibited by cages. I watch-
ed animals such as glraffes and 
cheetahs run wild . I saw ~very animal 
in its natural environment," Jenae -
said . j 
She said that a trip to Africa would 
be for a strong individual and Jenae 
added that the person would have to 
have a desire to learn more about 
Africa and what it stands for, 
''The most exciting th~ng were the 
animals that were feet a"i'ay with on-
ly air and quietness between us as we 
~ode .~hrough. the gamel park jn a 
Jeep, .she said. . 
JeneCn and Jenae also met with 
native villagers, observihg the way 
they cooked and danced. 
According to Jenae, tHe particular 
villagers she saw cooked a lot of corn 
and lived in huts where farming was 
their main activity. 
Jeneen,dressed in her jeans,par-
ticipated in the tribal dance which 
seemed familiar. 
Jeneen stated that the dances we do 
here can be seen in African tribal 
dancing. 
Wearing 1eans, sweatshirts, 
sweaters and dresses, Jeneen was 
c 
ready for their winter with 
temper~t~res between 4()l.~ _d~grees11: 
photo courtesy of Jenttn Roscoe 
An elephant rooms 
African game park. 
said. 
freely in an 
According to Jeneen, many 
Africans wanted to exchange jewelry 
and other valuables or pay up to $20 
for Michael Jackson and Whitney 
Houston tapes. 
The twins agreed that the cities 
they visited in Zambia and Kenya . 
which were ''growing countries'' 
were not as urbanized as Harare . 
When Janae visited certain parts of 
Zimbabwe which is close to South 
Africa she could ''feel the tension.'' 
' 'Obviously when you get to South 
Africa there is a class conscious pro-
blem. White South Africans have an 
elitist status over Africans. Looking 
from the outside in it appears that 
Africti.ns have to become subservient )f .a · ,... ... 
I 
''We are used to numerous chan-
nels on television and radio, there are 
only three television channels and one 
or three radio stations in Africa. We 
took advantage of going to the 
libraries and taking walks," Jenae 
said. 
A popular show on African televi-
sion was South Africa Now which is 
also seen here on WHUR-TV. Other 
familiar American shows seen by 
Jenae on television were The Jeffer-
sons, and Sanford and Son. 
Jenae explained that there weren't 
many libraries in the parts of Africa 
that she visited and that the books 
that they did carry were screened, 
therefore, l-iooks about Malcolm X 
and by bla~ k authors were rare. 
Taking walks at anytime you 
would like is a privilege we have here 
- -
. I 
Australians see poor U.S. race relations 
Preheld notions of black/white harmony not true, they say 
l . 
By Diane Wall'fe 
Hilltop Scaff Reporter 
When Jeff Ayton and Trevor Van 
Styn of Melbourne, Australia decid-
ed to come to America for their sum-
mer vacation they had no idea of the 
racial tension that exists today in the 
United States. 
Ayton, 23, who just received a 
degree in economics, will be working 
for Hewlett-Packard in computer 
sales upon returning to .A.ustralia at 
the end of January. Van Styn, also 
23, works for a stpckbroker in 
Melbourne. · · I 
1 
Neither Ayton nor Vah Styn were 
ignorant concerning Am~rica's long 
history of racism against blacks. 
~ccording to Ayton, ~ustralians 
have been led to believe that after the 
civil rights movemeni r3.ce relations 
in America h,ad greatly improved. 
However, the minute they arrived 
in Seattle they realized otherwise. 
ho~~~~~o~~:d t~~ ~~~kk~~r~n~h~~~ 
we could eat. The man gave us direc-
tions and wained us of certain streets 
not to walk by because they Were in 
the black area of t~wn," Van Styn 
said. 
''We were given the impression 
that it would be fatal for~ if we were 
to walk by these streets,'' !Ayton said . 
' · " Van Styn said, ''We made it to the 
restaurant, but on the w~y back we 
were looking for a short c;ut and end-
ed up on one of the feared ·streets.'' 
··instead a t· finding drug dealers 
and thieves, we saw black men yoWlg 
and old wondering around the streets 
talking among themselves and look-
ing for some place to sleep.'' 
According to Ayton, ~hey saw a 
definite contradiction in what they 
heard and what they saw one that 
many Australians don't .realize. 
''Australians do not rdlize that the 
black man 's reputation of being 
violent and intellectual!~ inferior is 
being used as a scapegoatJto cover up 
the racial injustices that has created 
the lower class and violence among 
[blacks)," he said . 
, While in San Francisco, Ayton and 
Van Styn received a similar warning 
about black areas as theylhad receiv-
ed in Seattle. I 
One night they saw a fight between 
a black man and a white:\ man. Soon 
a police officer broke up the incident . 
''I found the incident !more com-
ical than frightening because both 
men were drunk and just sluggin' it 
out,'' Van Styn said . 
According to Van Styn, on their 
• 
- ,, 
1. pholo by Serrita Cobbs 
Australians Jeff Aytori and Trevor Von Styn, who were vacationing in 
America, visited Howard before '9oving the country. 
way to Santa Barbara, they stopped 
at a motel in Fresno. f 
He went in to check on the prices 
and noticed-a man sitting with''a dog 
at the- front desk . 
''The rhan looked up and said, 'See 
'lis dog? If a nigger walks in, my dog 
is trained to bite him and if he's been 
smoking '\OPe he'll kill him.' Stunn· 
ed by the man's outrageous state-
ment, I slowly turned around and left 
~he motel," he said. 
''.Australian$ do not 
realize that the black 
mans reputation of 
being violent and in-
tellectually inferior is 
being used as a 
.scapegoat. '' 
-Jeff Ayton 
They both agreed that there are in-
dividual incidents of racism against 
Asian and. Italian immigrants, but the 
incidents are not accepted or 
tolerated by the general public. 
''The racism that exisis in 
Australia is mostly against Asi.Jll im-
migrants who come over to Australia 
Well-educated and rich. 
''These Asians immediately started 
setting up businesses and were very 
prosperous.'' Van Styn said. 
•'This intimidated the middle and 
lower class Australians who felt their 
jobs were being taken away,'' he 
said. 
However, Ayton contends that 
even though t.bere is a prejudicial at-
titude towards Asians they would 
never be .turned down from a job, if 
they had the qualifications, on the 
basis of race . 
''The Aboriginals ar~ in the same 
condition as the Amer~can Indians, 
but I feel Aboriginals are treated bet-
ter because they have more land 
rights,'' Ayton said. 
According to Ayton, Aboriginals 
have their own sect in government 
that fights for their rights . Not many 
of the Aboriginals have integrated in-
to the Australian white society 
because they prefer to live on their 
own land. 
The two visited Washington, D.C. 
before departing for New York, their 
last stop before leaving the country. 
Ayton and Van Styn wanted to visit 
- Howard Uiliversity, but sarcastical-
ly joked about being hassled on cam-
pus because they are white. 
However, they enjoyed the campus 
visit and commented on the nice ap-
pearance of the campus and how 
fashionable the students are. 
Because of the worldwide reputa· 
tion for violence in the District, they-
expected to see some violence whef 
they were in D.C. 
''The U.S. has a lot more to offer 
than the media has promoted. The 
media has really crucified the tourism 
in America, it makes it seem so 
violent,'' Ayton .said. 
, 
because in some 9arts of Africa they 
have curfews, the twins said. 
The twins had always dreamed of 
going to Africa and through the help 
of NAFEO their trips became a 
reality. 
Jeneen trip this past summer cost 
more than $2,000 while Jenae•s trip 
cost less than $2,000 this Christmas. 
_- The summer program abro~d in-
''It is vital for 
African-Americans 
to see where they 
originate from ahd to 
see the similarities 
that both cultures 
share.'' 
-Jenae Roscoe 
• 
eluded presidents of black institutions 
and J~neen, who was the only student 
representative to travel to Africa this 
past summer with NAFEO . . 
She had to compete with other 
students who were at other historical-
ly black colleges and universities . 
The requirements were a grade 
' CRACK 
KILLS 
• (and death 
forever) 
Don't 
drugs!!! 
• IS 
do 
A message from H .U.D.E.P .P . 
• 
pboto by Seretta Cobbs 
• 
Jeilffn and Jenoe Roscoe encoura99 other HU students to travel abroocl. 
point average of 3.0 or better and the 
willingness to go to Africa 
Jenae's trip this Christmas- was 
open to anyone who was interested in 
going to Africa which was advertis-
ed in ''Black Excellence Magazine'' 
which is published by NAFEO for 
black colleges. 
din&ito the twins, who have not seen 
, he magazine on campus this 
semester. 
Black Excellence publishes listings 
for similar programs but the 
magazine may be hard to find, accor-
Being in Africa as African-
Americans, Jenae and Jeneen 
!Roscoe, surrounded by their African 
culture 1made them feel ''privileged 
and honored to be in the country and 
the rresence of Africans.'' 
'' felt quite welcomed. I felt at 
home,'' Jenae said. 
Jeneen agreed as well . 
• 
Part-time help wanted •.. 
STRATEGIC PLANNING ASSOCIATES 
I . 
SPA, a large international management consulting furn is hiring a few 
reliable, bright students co work as Research Assistants 20 hours per 
week beginning January 1990-. This is an excellent opponunity to 
work in a professional environment and gain exposure IO lhc business 
world. 
Duties include library research, data entry, spread sheet development. 
copying, and other miscellaneous office duties as needed. You must 
be reliable, computer literaie, and comfortable wilh numbers, Hours 
are flexible based on your class schedule. 
To apply, please send your resume (or a shon dcscripuon or your 
background) with a cover letter to: 
Emelyn Jones 
' ' Slratcgic Planning Associates, Inc. 
2300 N Stket, NW - Suite 800 
Washingt0n, DC 20037 
or c11!l 778-7313 ror more information. 
• 
• 
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photo by Serdt• N. Cobb9 
A UniYM'lity Student Heatth Center's nurn checks student's vital signs during the influenza 1ea1an. 
F -1-u spells misery for students 
By David Barksdale 
Hill1op Staff Reporter 
Plagued by constant headaches? 
Or maybe a di"y cough? Aches and 
pains? You could be suffering from 
influenza, becter known as the flu. 
According to Randall McKerinie, 
evening administrator for Howard 
Univerity HospitaJ, there has been an 
increase in the number of flu patients 
seen in the emergency room. 
''During the last 1wo weeks we 
have seen an increase in people com-
ing in and being treated for flu-like 
symptoms." McKennie said . 
He mentioned th.at many hospitals 
in the Washington D.C. area have 
also seen a dramatic increase -in the 
number of patients they have treated 
over the past few weeks . 
However, there are a large number 
of cases of the flu that have not been 
recorded, according to Dr. Martin 
Levy, administrator for preventive 
health at the D .C. Comission on 
Public Heal!h . 
''The exact number of cases is not 
really reportable because ma11y peo-
ple suffer from a combination of 1he 
~ymptoms," Levy added. 
Symptoms of the flu virus include 
a sore throat and nasal congestion. It 
is often accompanied by a fever, ac-
cording to Dr. Steven Ostroff, a 
researcher at the Centers for Disease 
Control. 
He said that only when ''there is a 
sudden increase in the reports of 
absenteeism in schools and jobs do 
we know that ii can probably be at -
tributed to the influenza virus. '' 
Levy said that an increase o f cases 
usually hits during the winter 1nonths 
bel\Veen December and March . 
Ostroff believes that the weather 
has played an important factor in the 
number of nu patients hospitals arc 
seeing. 
''The wild swings in ten1peratures 
we have been experiencing has con-
1ributed to people l:)eing more suscep-
tible to the virus because their im-
mune system is altered.'' 
During the colder months, people 
are usually indoors and closer to each 
other, thereby increasing the risk to 
catch the virus, Oslroff said. 
Symptoms ol the flu virus include 
a sore throat and nasaJ conjestion It 
is often is accompanied by a fever, 
according to Ostroff. 
According to Ostroff, even after 
the virus is gone many people still 
experience aches and pains and ''just 
feel sluggish. '' 
Doctors recommend that people 
get plenty of bed rest and and drink 
a lo! of nuids if they have Qecn 
i11fectcd . 
·;If the fever should persist longer 
tl1a11 tl1ree or four days then you 
sl1ot1ld co11su\t your physician or go 
to tl1e health center, '' Ostroff said. 
Tl1ere is 110 \vay to determine how 
1011g the virus will continue, but it can 
last anywhere from two days up to 
several weeks . 
_-<-. Health Digest • /News 1n Brief 
' H.U.D.E.P.1,1. to 
sponsor contest 
·-
ThCHoward University Drug 
EducatiOn and Prevention Pro-
gram (H .U.D.E.P.I'.) isholtling a 
T-shirt design and slogan cpnte-st 
for the upcoming Narional Col-
legiate Alcohol and Drug 
Awareness Week (NCADAW)_. 
Health booth 
informs public 
The Health Information (Lucy) 
Booth re-opens Feb . 14, 1990 
from 11 :00 a .m . to I :00 p .m. in 
1he Blackburn Center on rhe 
ground floor plaza . 
MS Society 
to sponsor walk' 
NCADAW is a time that col-
leges across the nation hare set 
aside to educate their CaffiipuSe~ 
about the facts on drug~ and 
. alcohol. 
The booth is set up each month 
addressing various topics with the 
hope of keeping students, faculty 
and staff informed about health 
issues. 
The theme for the next booth, 
scheduled for Wednesday , Feb. 
14, will address ''Birth Control 
and Family Planning.'' 
The National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society extends a special invitation 
10 the Howard University com-
munity to participate in the second 
annual Super Cities Walk fof' MS, 
·scheduled for Sunday, April 1, 
1990. 
The walk will take place along 
the scenic , C&O canal with 
registration areas located in the 
North Pentagon parking lot in 
Vi rginia and the Avenal area of 
the Potomac in Maryland. 
' 
The deadline for entries/is Feb . 
9, 1990. Cash prizes will tie given 
to the winner . For more informa-
tion,. contact Dr. Michael Barnes 
For more information contact 
Meagan Hawley at (202) 296-5363 
or 466-6150. at 636-6870_ · 
• 
• 
• 
Howard University Hospital and .its f 
staff invite all new and returning students to 
take advantage of our full-service, state-of-
the-art medical facilities ... c 
Doctors' hours are 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, 365 days a year. 
If you should need us, for any reason, 
we are always in the office. 
• 
' •• 
[ HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL I 
1202) B6o-6100 
of another life Drug causes downfall 
• 
D. C. native fallen 
prey to crack, now on 
road to recovery 
By Christopher Conti 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Like a multitude of others who 
have fought a losig.g battle with 
denial, Mike Creger thought he 
had his drug use under control. 
He says that he never imagined 
it could happen to him-falling 
victim to the devastating forces of 
crack cocaine. 
Croger begftn his downward 
spiral into the hellish world of 
drug abuse with alcohol. Quickly 
his sights turned toward longer 
lasting more powerful forms of 
intoxication. 
Bouts with marijuana, 
'' loveboat'' {tnaJijuana laced with 
PCP) and p,owdered cocaine 
ultimately led to his latest and 
most destructive battle with crack. 
Crack is a ruthless drug, pro· 
viding an intense and almost in-
stantaneous hi~h . 
'' ... ! would tell my 
mother and father 
lies to -~ get 
money ... so '/ could 
buy more crack. '' 
- Mike Croger 
The potency of this dru .. g has 
, been documented since its arrival 
on the natio n' s streets as early as 
1985 . Both scientists and drug 
users claim that ''once you've tried 
it you' re hooked ." 
'' I became addicted as soon as 
l took the first hit. There's 
something about it that makes you 
want it more and more," Crager 
said. 
Creger is in his third week of 
rehabilitation at Providence 
Hospital's Seton House Substance 
Abuse Center. 
Even today, Croger says he has 
difficulty acknowledging other 
• 
I 
.I 
The Saton House coun1elon· wort 
drugs, like alcohol, as a problem 
because crack is so powerful. He 
said that crack is the first drug that 
l1ad taken control over him. 
''When I first began using 
[crack) it was about $50 a rock. I 
would spend my whole paycheck 
in 011e night jus1 to stay high . 
''I couldn't stop; so between 
paydays I would tell my mother 
and father li es to get money or do 
jobs for people for money so I 
could buy more crack,'' Creger 
said . 
Croger claims that he never 
committed a crime while he was 
sober to get the crack . When he 
was high; however, he said that he 
could not recall what he had done. 
According to some physicians, 
many of the psychological affects 
of crack can be seen by the person 
repeatedly lying, cheating, stealing 
and even begging to obtain 
$15-$30 necessary for the next 
rock. 
''Perltaps crack is so much ofa 
menace because of the rate at 
whicl1 it destroys one's lifestyle," 
pHto bJ Settlta N. Cobbs 
dHl9111tlr to Nhabilltcn acldlcb. 
said Arthur Melvin, director of 
Seton House . 
According to Melvin, it is not 
uncommon to hear accounts of 
people losing their jobs, cars, 
houses, boats and life savings in a 
matter of months . 
Biologically, crack is so power-
ful beCause of the method of in-
gestion. Because it is smoked, the 
vaporl produced can reach and 
flood the brain in a matter of 
~ secon s. 
Scientists have confirmed tlic 
superior power of crack in 
numerous labora,ory studies. 
One study showed that mice and 
monkeys~ when given a choice bet-
ween cocaine and another drug, 
would elect to use cocaine. 
Not only did the animals 
choose cocaine, but they con-
tinued to use it constantly until it 
killed them. 
Crack has been documented as 
causing extensive damage to the 
nervous system and to many. 
see Croger, paRe 15 
Crack cheaper, deadlier than coke 
By Jennifer Golson 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Among the maii.y drugs on the 
street, crack is disti nguishing 
itself, even from its closest 
relative cocaine. 
A pur;er version of cocaine, 
crack, was introduced to the 
District market in the sun1mer of 
1987. According to D. C . 
Metropolitan Police Officer 
Quintin Peterson, crack soon 
began to replace PCP as the drug 
of choice. 
Statistics on college shqw that 
in 1987 4.6 percent ofindividuaJs 
recorded as drug users utilized 
cocaine while .4 percent used 
crack, according to Brenda 
Stewart, .an information 
specialist for the National In-
stitute on Drug Abuse Hotline . 
In 1988, she said, cocaine 
usage was 4.2 percent and .5 per-
cent for crack. This -indicates 
that despite large increases 
elsewhere, there has been a 
minimal increase in the use of 
crack among the college 
population. 
Cocaine is<white powdered 
drug-usually snorted or sniffed. 
It may also be liquified and in-
jected into the veins, known as 
''speedballing." This is a pro-
cedure done with either water or 
heroin. 
' 
The rate of addic-
tion for crack • IS 
more rapid ... mak-
ing it even more 
deadly. 
In comparison, crack i.s 
available in rock form, and is 
creamy in color. It is smoked in-
stead of being injected or 
sniffed. 
Crack is made by taking both 
the powder.form of cocaine and 
baking soda and placing it into 
a microwave to melt it down in-
to liquid form. 
Afterwards, it is placed into a 
bucket of ice, and turned until 
frozen into rock form. The rock 
of crack is then cut into desired 
amounts for distribution . 
Although it is a derivative of 
the drug cocaine, which has been 
popular among the higher social 
classes, crack has currently sur-
passed cocaine in popularity. 
There are many similarities 
between the two substances 
because . crac k is merely a 
stronger form of cocaine. The 
1najor difference between the 
two among consumers is the 
price. 
One dealer who identified 
himself as ''Vee'' contradicted 
the information given by Peter-
son. Accordine; to Vee, the prices 
will vary depending on tne 
clientele and the size of the rock. 
''Vee,'' the 22-year-old deaJer 
who has been in operatio~ for 
four to five years, said that 
popu!arity of the drug is d~pen­
dent upon the customer. 
' 
cocaine usage 1n powder or ' 
''dust'' form. 
According to l>eterson, crack 
is currently available for $20 a 
rock making it available to a 
~ider population. 
''It's an economic thing,'' 
Stewart said. 
Crack is the rnost popular 
drug among the 18 to 25 age 
group because of its affordabili-
ty, she added. The price for 
varying amounts of cocaine is 
comparatively higher. 
Cocaine is approximately $100 
per gram. According to Vee, one 
can make more money selling 
rocks than they can in kilograms 
of cocaine. He said that he 
makes- approximately $70,000 to 
$100,000 per year deaJing co-
caine,1 but can gross up to 
$200,000 dealing crack. 
However, he cites increased 
problems with dealing crack 
' because he said ''you're hustling 
a lot more.'' 
The rate of addiction for crack 
is more rapid than cocaine. The 
intensity of cocaine high varies 
with the amount ingested, but 
crack gives a stronger high. 
The high for cocaine lasts ap· 
proximately 20 to 30 minutes 
'-.. while the high for cocaine lasts 
· ~ ; ~ I 0 {o 15 minutes making it even 
'...; more addictive and deadly. 
TM bole In this bnrt is a result of c:rad • 
Street Name: 
Classlflcalion: 
Mode of Inaestloa: 
Facts On Drugs 
Cocaine 
I Coke, white airl. blow. toot and mow 
Alkaloid, a member of tbe chemical 
family that includes nicotine, caffeine 
and morphine. · 
• 
Injecting, snorting or frecbasinc 
"'fllal Effe<ll: 
Rapid breathina, inlomnia, tmnon,fever, blurml vtlloa, cal• 
1weats1seizures1 headaches, di'ated pupils -.cl an iDca 1 tied heart rate 
which can lead to heart fallwe. 
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• 
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Smallwood 
offers · tips 
• • to asp1r1ng 
• • 
mus1c1ans 
By Sheryl Webbs 
Hilltop Starr Reponer 
Richard Smallwood of the 
award-winning gospel group, 
The Richard Smallwood' 
Singers,- gave useful tips to 
Howard students on the music 
busiriess. 
The Gra.mmy-nominated 
singer lectured the students of 
the contemporary trends in 
music education class Tuesday 
in the College of Fine Arts on 
developing a Choir and surviv-
ing in the music industry. _,. 
Smallwood graduated from 
Howard in 1971, where he ma-
jored in piano and minored in 
voice . 
He attributed his training 
and inspiration to Howard 
University and gave Howard 
students the benefit of his ex-
perience in gospel music and 
lectured them on the topic 
'' Developing the Gospel 
Choir." 
Kelley Phillips, a junior 
music education enjoyed the 
sessio n. 
Tempo 
I 
• 
• 
photos by Paul Woodruff 
''It was a beautiful ex-
perience. He really inspired me, 
hi s music is great . Since I am a 
music major he helped· ' in 
answering a lot of questions I 
had about getting into the 
music business," she said. 
A little fan shows his admiration with a bouquet of roses. Turner Inspires her ou!lience through song at the Harlem Amateur Might at f'°m~n Auditorium ~rday. 
' 
au 
• 1ence • lSS Before starting a choir, 
whether it be a church, school 
or a communi ty choir, 
Smallwood said, there are 
various questi6ns you should 
as k youuelf. 
Turner encourages students to excel in education, eliminate racial injustice 
see Small~ood, page 14 
By Tracy Hopkins 
R Hilltop Staff Repor1er eflecting o n her recent 
achievement of being crowned Miss 
America 1989, Debbye Turner , in 
song, told the predom inantl y 
African-American audience at the 
Harlem Amateur Night at Cramtom 
Auditorium Saturday that the ' ' sky 
' is the limit ' ' to what they could ac-
complish. 
._ Janet Lane, a publ ic relations 
agent for Revlon Cosmetic Industries 
who sponsored the amateur night 
program, said that while she had on-
ly known Turner for 24 hours, she 
vieWed her as a ' 'good and strong role 
model for black youth.'' 
' ' Debbye is sweet and knows where 
she is from, besides being incredibly 
beautiful , which is something she has 
no control over," Lane said . 
ing people and not for being black, 
white, Or Hispanic. Whether they 
were rich or poor, I just wanted 
somebody to play with," she said. 
' A veterinarian student at the 
University of Missouri, Turner is a 
staunch supporter of education and 
feels that ''African-,\mericans won't 
survive as a group, or even as in-
dividuals, unless we get a good educa-
tional foundation. 
''It's not even special to have a col-
lege degree anymore . You need an 
advanced degree too. So, our young 
people need to realize that while 
sctiool might not be fun, and it might 
look like .it's not relevant, it is 
necessary Ir they expect to have a 
career .' ' 
Turner , 24 , who grew up in the 1 urner has received a lot of crit-
small, predominantly white ~outhern cism from the press over comments 
t<;>wn of Jonesboro, t\f~ · • satd t~e en- that she has made in regards to her 
v1ronment was a pos1t1ve experience race like ''The least of what I am is 
fo~.her . . . ' black," ~nd ''It's hard for me to be pnoto by Serdta Cobbs 
Smallwood talks ta Howonl studenn 
Fashion world 
loses · gifted 
black designer 
by Shandra L. McDonald 
Hill1op S1aff Reponer 
The first day of the year usually 
brings excitement and anticipation 
for the days to follow. 
But this New Year's day brought 
sorrow to many members of the 
fashion world as they mourned the 
Jan . 1 death of one of its finest and 
talented designers, Patrick Kelly. 
Kelly was considered one of the 
most fascinating, creative, inspiring 
geniuses of the fashion world . He will 
be remembered for his wit, en-
thusiasm, and love for fashions 
which he exhibited in each of his 
creations. 
Growing up . in Jonesboro, I representative of all black people 
learned to appreciate people for be- because I haven't met all black peo-
• 
\ 
pie," but Turner insists that such 
statements don' t mean that she is 
ashamed to be an African-American . 
''I know who I am and I am very 
confident in that . It's fine if reporters 
''So I can't be asham-
ed of being [black], 
but I do think that it 
is an insult to say 
that all black people 
think alike, feel alike 
and have the same 
values. We are all in-
dividuals with our 
and own thoughts 
feelings. '' - Debbye Turner 
don't agree with me, but 1 just want 
to be respected . I'm not ashamed to 
be black . The heritage> I came from 
makes me who I am. 
--
' 
• 
''Patrick was extremely intuitive, 
passionate, and a non-stor;> smoker,'' 
said friend and partner Bjotn 
Amelan. Deaig- Patrick Kelly was always sluroundod by modols wha lo•od him for his pononallty and style. 
Although many stories have 
reported Kelly died of a form of bone 
marrow cancer, Amelan said Kelly 
died of a brain tumoli and that the 
cancer was under control when Kel-
ly went for an examination in 
December. 
Amelan first met Kelly in 1981. In 
1983, the two became business part-
ners to Create Patrick Kelly Paris. 
Kelly's life did not start out a suc-
cess story as it ended. He grew up in 
Vicksburg, Miss., with his mother, 
Letha Kelly, and two sisters. 
In last May's issue of Essence 
magazine, wriref ~~ela Johnson, 
wrote about Kelly's difficult struggle 
' . to reach the top. ' -
''After two years at Jackson State 
University, Kelly says he was fed up 
with the racism. Missippi-stvle,'' ..:h,. 
wrote. Kelly never released his age, 
although in a 1989 interview with 
European Travel & Life, Kelly was 
reported to be in his mid-40s. 
He later left Mississippi, and went 
to Atlanta to work in an Yves Saint 
Laurent boutique. His mo'ther was a 
home economics teacher, but he 
taught himself to sew. 
Johhson wrote that whenever Kel-
ly would have a moment to himself 
he would sew, and sell more of his 
clothes on the streets. He later mov-
ed to New York, where he continued 
selling his fashions. 
In l 980, after having been evicted 
from his apartment in East Harlem, 
Kelly accepted a one-way ticket to 
Paris, which was bought by a friend . 
From that moment the fashion in-
dustry would never be the same. 
His greatest success canie in 1988 
when he became a member of the 
Chamber Syndicate, the elite French 
fashion-industry union. It was there 
that his designs were featured in the 
courtyard of the Louvre museum in 
Paris, along with famous design~rs 
Christian Lacroix, Paul Lagerfeld 
and Yves Saint Laurent. 
Kelly is known for his Eiffel Tower 
dresses with matching rhinestones 
and hats. His button dresses, which 
were featured in his first collection in 
1985, have changed the fashion in-
' dustry forever. 
According to the Essence article, 
Kelly's prices ranged from $400 to 
$900 for his fashion while a hand-
sewn button dress could go for $2100. 
In 1988, Kelly's fashions projected 
r.;trnings were $7 million. In 1989 he 
reportedly earned $10 million .' 
Kelly loved black plastic ba&y 
dolls. Amelan said they were his logo. 
Ionia Dunn-Lee, fashion editor of 
Essence Ml.$azine, said the dolls were 
more than JUSt a toy. 
''They weu .a cekhratian of 
himseff. He ~l\erished his roots, and 
was not asham('(f of black images,'' 
Dunn-Lee said. k~Uy's mother made 
many of the dolls. 
Kelly was known for his originiali-
ty in the fashion industry. ''Patrick 
went along with the mainstream, and 
then he did not,'' Dunn-Lee said. 
Kelly was definitely a person who 
was influenced only by himself. 
Amelan said his greatest inspiration 
was ''black ladies going to church on 
Sunday.'' 
Amelan remembers how Kelly us-
ed to say, '' If you do not know where 
you are coming from, you will not 
know where you are going.'' . 
Kelly definitely kne'Y where he was 
going, and in addition to loving all 
people, he loved black people. 
''Everyone loved him, '' Amelan 
said. ''He was a warm, enthusiastic 
and a generous person.'' 
• 
' 
see Kelly, page 14 
' 
' 'So I can't be ashamed of that, 
but 1 do think that it is an insult to 
say that all black people think' alike. 
feel alike and have the same values. 
We are all individuals with-oUr-own 
thoughts and feelings," Turner said. 
She feels that as Miss America she 
represents ' ' a large organization that 
crosses the boundaries of several 
ethnic groups and socio-economic 
status levels, and not just one par-
ticular group." 
''But if I can inspire a young, black 
woman to enter [the Miss America 
pageant) and be a success, I want to 
do that, because there are not enough 
minorities in the pageant," she said. 
As far as feeling that she must live 
up to a higher standard because of 
the controversy surrounding the last 
African-American Miss America, 
Vanessa Williams, Turner believes 
that she only has a responsibility to 
be the best ' ' Debbye' ' she can be. 
' ' I have a lot of respect for 
Vanessa . She bounced back and is 
pursuing a career in entertainment. 
She is doing exactly what she wanted 
to do anyway. But I'm not Vanessa. 
I'm Debbye and I'm not very much 
like Vanessa except for the fact that 
I have a great tan all year round . '' 
Turner relates her past experiences 
to say that she is painfully aware that 
racisrh is still alive in this· country. · 
' 'Anyone who has eyes can see 
racial tension and racial prejudices. 
I grew up in the South and I have 
~=~h ~ncdo~!a~dr~i;r~~ ~~~~J'! 
littl~ kid a nigger. '' 
llurner ~aid that the only way to 
overcome racism is ''if we start giv-
ing !people value in merit based on 
who they are on the inside, not what 
they are on the outside." 
After her reign as Miss America is 
over, Turner said she would like to 
be remembered as ''an individual 
who has1 deep convictions about in-
spiring young people and equipping 
them to lead us into the future . 
' ' I would also like to be 
remembered as someone completely 
radical in her faith in God and serious 
about wanting to make a change and 
difference in the community and in 
the people with whom I come in con-
tact .'' 
\ WATCH OUT .. \.IT'S COMING AGAIN! I 
SPRING BLACK ARTS FESTIVAL 
AUDITIONS! AUDITIONSI AUDI IONS! AUDITIONS! 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN PARTf lPATING IN THE 
VARIET~ srow 
JAZZ NIG'"'T 
SIGN UP IN ROOM 1101BLACKBURN 
DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 9, 1990 
ANY QUESTIONS. CONTACT CORNELIUS BATESIOARAYL ANDERSON 
536-69 j 816919 
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Sports 
I 
Howard men, 
Lady Bison pu,11 away 
in blow out. 90-60 
women victorious over U .M.E.S. basketb~ll team 
. ... ' ...._ B' h I 
By M~1 1ni Martin 
Hilltop Staff Rcponer 
The Howard University women's basketball team 
shifted gears this week and as a result cruised 
through the last three games, with victories over 
Bethune Cookman (58-~2), George Mason (66-65) 
and the University of Maryland-Eastern Shore 
(U .M.E.S.) yesterday by a wopping score of 90-60 
in Howard University's Burr Gymnasium. 
The Lady Bison (7-10, 3-:Z in the MEAC) started 
off slowly, committing 14 turnovc!rs in the first half 
and letting the Lady Hawks (5-10, 3-3) back in the 
game at halftime, 36-32. ' 
However Howard rebounded well in the- final 
period, co'urtesy of Karen Wilkins (28 points, 14 re-
bounds), Rosalyn Evans (27 points, 17 rebounds) 
and Felicia Oliver (17 points, 2 rebounds). 
''Once I get the ball in ttie hole, I can't be stop-
ped," Wilkins said. ''I am very aggressive down low 
and when I get the ball iil the paint, I have no 
limits.'' · 
Evans, a proirosition 48 casualty last season is 
grateful to be a i:eam member and is making t'er-
rific strides in her first seaso'n. 
• 
1son ang on to beat I Hawk squad, 86-80 
By Jeannie Moore 
' Hilltop Staff Reporter 
One might wonder what it would feel like to be 
at the bottom of a piJe of rocks gasping for air but 
unable to escape. 1 . 
\ Well, for the Howard University men's basket-
\ ball team, the feeling js horrifying. 
For the past two weeks the Bison (S-13, 2-4 in 
MEAC) have been gasping for a break and hoping 
to end a five-game loSing streak. 
After a devestating double-loSs to Bethune 
Cookman College (5-19, 4-3 in MEAC), 76-78 and 
Florida A&M Universit.Y (8-7, 6-1 in MEAC) 71-83, 
the Bison desperately needed a win. 
. Finally, the Bis~n were able to roll out on top 
with a victory against the Hawks of the University 
of Maryland Eastern Shore 86-80 Thursday night. 
Howard remained scoreless the frrst nine minutes 
of the game. The Hawlt:s took a 4-0 lead with 11 :51 
left on the clock. I 
''I feel good about the winning streak and I want 
to work harder to help my team reach the cham-
pionship,'' Evans said. ''But there are a lot of things 
as a team we have to work on.'' 
A.B. Williamson Coached his team to victory 
photo by ~~It• Cobbs 
over the Univenlty of Morylond Eoste<n Shore 
Later in the first half, the Bison went on a spurt 
with the help of leading scorer Martin Huckaby, 
a sophomore, who finished the game with 19 (>9ints. 
Guard Milton Bynum added 12 points. Mid-way 
through the first half the Bison too~ a 27-17 lead 
but ended the half leading only by five, 47-42 afte; 
the Hawks went on a 18-10 run. 
Anoth~r fi,ne perform~ce was turned in by the 
Lady Bison s outstanding shot blocker Kim 
Wright. Her talents brought the crowd to th~ir feet 
twice and pumped up her teammates mentally. 
''Blocking shots is not my main intention ''said 
Wright, ''but if the shot can be blocked 1•1i block 
it and start an offensive diiive." ' 
Wright's game total of six blocks cut her record 
breaking margin· to eight. She has 54 blocks to date 
and appears destined to surpass the Howard mark 
of 61 in the next couple o( games. 
The team consensus is th3t the streak will remain 
intact as Ion~ as team confidence remains high. 
They also believe good ball execution will weaken 
1 opp?nents and fomulate better shot selections. 
-
1 Bison Coach, Sandra Tyler expresses different 
views about her team's success. 
''Our team needs to play better defense if they 
are going to continue winnin~. 
''But were not ready to regain the title-we must 
play better deftilse, and I am taking each game one 
a1 a time," Tyler said. · 
U.M.E.S. Coach Willie Simon felt that at least 
! compared !O her learn, the lady Bison were click-
ing well offensively and defensively. 
''Howard came to play and we weren't ready for 
the up tempo execution," Simon said. ''We played 
hard. but it was not at the level of Howard.'' 
--- -- -
' 
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pholo by Sert:ita Cobbs 
.· 
photo by Sert:ita Cobbs 
During the second lialf the Bison continued to 
hold the lead with the help of junior forward Keith 
Kirven who contributed 18 points. 
During the last three minutes the Hawks narrow-
ed the margin 75-72, but a basket and two free 
throws by junior forward Tracy King lifted Howard 
to a six point lead. ! 
With · 1:07 remaining in the game, U.M.E.S. 
freshman guai"d Kenneth Phillips drove for a basket 
and two points, makin8 the score 82-78. Foul shots 
by Powell and Huckaby gave the Bison a six point 
victory over the Hawks. 
According to Bison coach A.B. Williamson,. the 
team was able to end its losing streak because it was 
at home. 
''We're pleased to win," Williamson said. ''We 
only played one home game at Burr. We've been 
on the road a while." 
Williamson also gives the fans credit for the win. 
''The fans had a lot to do with it. We need that 
fan support behind us at home.'' ' 
The Bison will have two tough meetings in the 
games ahead against number one Coppin State 
; j ~l2-S, 5-0 in MEAC) and Morgan State (6-11, 2-4 
. 1n MEAC). 
Williamson said that he is hoping to capture at 
least one win on the road so that when the team 
comes home for its next four games it will be 
successful. 
. '.) n f:l .J } '.J n fl \ """I" . 
-
-
Forward Koren Wilkins, left, glides for two points in Thursdoy's 90 60 win. 
U.M.E.S. opponent, helping Howard to an 86 80 victory. 
Forward Trocy King jumps over 
Cooks J 
Service Persons · 
Phone Operators 
' Drivers 
1544 R.I. 
Ave., NE 
526-3300 
& 
4205 Ga. 
Ave., NW I 
882-060Q ' 
• Apply in Person 
• 
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Superbowl 
XXIV 
' By Marcus D. Rabb 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
That's fight, Howard Univtrsi-
ty, it's that time again-the long 
awaited Superbowl XXIV is just 
two days away. The day we've all 
been waiting for: the rematch bet-
ween the Denver Broncos and the 
defending champions, the San 
Fransisco 49's . 
Is everybody ready for a wild 
and crazy superbowl weekend at 
H.U.? 
Of course, no major athletic 
event can grace the television sets 
of college students without caus-
ing some serious peparation. After 
alJ it's not just a game, it's the 
SUPERBOWL. 
For many males on campus 1t is 
considered a taboo to watch the 
game without the guys. What are 
the other essentials for the big 
game? ~ 
According to junior Daren Hall, 
it's important to get yourself pep-
ped up for the game. • 
''Before the game I like to play 
a game of tackle football with my 
boys, just to get hyped for the 
Super bowl.'' 
For many students:, invading the 
loCal liquor and grocery store is a 
prerequisite for watching the 
game. It is nice to know that the 
Superbowl doesn't interfere with 
many people's religious activities. 
''After church, 1 gather around 
a large television and watch the 
game with the boys. Lots of food 
and brews are a necessity," said 
senior Arthur Mitchell. 
Surprisingly, many of the 
female students at Howard enjoy 
Superbowl Sunday in the same 
tradition. 
see Bowl, page 14 
pbolo lty IUm Joliuoa 
The Howmd Unlvenity 1wl111 team wlnt its 11concl Miit of the 112 ... 
-
. 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
Wilkins' determination is secret of ff er success 
By Sonia St. Hillaire and Diana 
Felton 
Hilltop Staff Repor(ers 
After averaging 57 points, 23 re-
bounds, 4 assists and 6 steals in her 
last two games against the Bethune 
Cookman Wildcats and the 
George Mason Patriots, Karen 
Wilkins selection as athlete of the 
week should not come as much of 
-a surprise. 
Any remaining skeptics of 
Wilkins' appointment should note Karen Wilkins 
that she also avefaged 2 blocks, 
shot 23-for-45 from the floor and earned the label ·'base of the 
l 1-for-14 from the free throw line. team'' through her consistent, im-
According to teammmate pressive contributions. 
Courtenay Valentine, a Mar- The D.C. native, majoring in 
been playing basketball since she 
was eight years old. Coach Tyler 
remembers.Wilkins coming to the 
gym during basketball practices to 
help collect the balls. 
Though Coach Tyler chased her 
away, young Karen promised that 
one day she would play for 
Howard . As ti~e has shown, her 
statements held true. 
I 
Though originally sought by 
over 30 leading colleges in the na-
tion, including Maryland and 
SyracuSe, Wilkins chose Howard 
for hefi collegiate career because 
~:S f=l~~~~~:'ke to her as if she · 
~-ti_n_sv_i_11_e,~v_a_._n_at_i_ve_._w~il_k_i"-'~ha_s~~R_a_d_io_1_o_g_y~an_d~T-ec~h-n_o_1o_gy~-h-as~~see~-"'-'•lk~, l·•-s,._._pa •••1•4~~~~~_. 
' Sha.rks improve 
to 2-1 
By Dia'n1 Felton and Sonia St. 
Hillaire 
Hilltop Staff Reporters 
The Howard University Sharks 
began the new decade w.ith a splash 
as they defeated the Keydets of 
Virginia Military Institute at Burr 
Gymnasium in a swim meet, 
Saturday. 
Freshman Mark Askew, junior 
B~rry Riley, sophomore Dale Skin-
ner and senior JaSon Sempford open-
ed the meet capturing.second place in 
the 400-meter relay. 
However, the Sharks didn't stop 
there as junior Christopher Gayle, a 
native of Jamaica, took first place in 
the SO and IOO-meter free style. 
Gayle, who broke an I I-year f1·ee 
style school record with his 
20.76-sccond performance, said he is 
expecting to be very successful this 
I 
season. 
''l hope to qualify for the NCAA's 
this year," Gayle said. 
Junior co-captain Michael 
Houston proved why he is the fastest 
swimmer on the team, claiming first 
place in the 200-meter free Style and 
2~meter butterfly. 
This was the frrst win for the 
Sh!liks thiS season, and Head Coach 
Eric Howard hopes this win will not 
be the teams' last. 
''I expect this to be a record-sethng 
~~=;dmsi:J'~ even a life-time best,•• 
. Howard (2-1), after losing their 
first meet to George Washington re-
bounded with a victory over Flo;ida 
A&M. The team has had the help of 
two transfer students from Alabama 
A&M University, Barry Riley and 
Antoine James. 
Riley and James, who are on 
athletic scholarship at Howard, 
transferred from Alabama A&M 
because the swim program had been 
cut . 
''They cut the swim team pro-
gram,'' Riley said. ' .'We new the op-
portunity (at Howard] was available 
so we went after it.'' 
Riley, who hopes to qualify for the 
Tri State Championships. took frrst 
place in the 200-meter Individual 
Medley and the 200-meter Breast 
Stroke. · 
Wilkins is presently the leading 
scorer in the Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Conference (MEAC), averaging 
24 points a game, third in field 
goal percentage and fourth in 
rebounding. · 
L~t Year, Wilkins was voted 
MEAC I player of the year and 
MVP ofi the league's tournament, 
which is very rare, according to 
Edward Hilli Sports Information 
Director at Howard University. 
The coach of the La4y Bison, 
Sandra Tyler, believes Wilkins will 
complete her stay at Howard as 
one of l the school's greatest 
players. · . 
see Swim, pa:e 14 
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Tempo Briefs 
• Brief Entertainment News 
I 1n 
• 
Hu G I Ch . Dancers, ospe .. oir choreographers 
to hold aud1t1ons wanted 
l 
) 
The Howard Gospel Choir will 
hold auditions Saturday, Jan. 27 
from 9:30 a.m. jo 2:30 p.m. at 
Plymouth Baptist Church 5301 N. 
Capitol St. NW. 
Auditions will · also be . held 
Monday, Jan . !9 from 6 to 10 
p.m. in the Armo·ur J. Blackburn 
Auditorium. ·~ 
For more info"' call Paul Gatl-
ing, 582-3 116 or \Patriclc Lundy, 
462-1113. 
I 
I I 
LaBelle, If g,-am tq 
perform . 
Rhythm and Blues artists Patti 
LaBelle and JameS Ingram will 
perform six sell-out concerts at 
Constitution Hall j:>eginning 
Thursday night :.c,ontinuing 
through the weekend. Showtimes 
are 8 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. 
.l 
• 
AuditionS for dancers, profes-
sional or amateur, insterested in 
choteographing a live stage perfor-
mance in April will take place 
Saturday and Sunday from 12 
p.m. to S p.m. at the George 
Washington University gyman-
sium on 23rd Street. 
Sponsored by ''Dance Against 
Drugs'' the performance will be a 
collaboration of the dances from 
the top 10 videos fo the 1980s. 
For further info. 659-8 131. 
Janet Jackson 
tickets on sale 
Tidkets for the March 22 Janet 
Jackson concert went on sale this 
. ' mormng at 9 a.m. at all Hechts 
Department Stores and Ticketron 
Outlets .. 
.. :rickets are $22.50. Jackson's 
concert is at 8 p.m. @t the Capital 
Centre. 
\ 
\ 
Patti LaBelle 
••• •• • , .i-lf s • Im 
continued fr In page 13 
Although James was unable to 
particpate due to tendinitis of the 
shoulder, said he and a.pother team 
member who is suffering from the 
same injury (Kelly Mcintosh}, still 
contribute to the team./ 
Bowl 
I 
continued flom page 13 
''I love Superbowl S¥'nday," said 
sophomore Yolanda IKear:ney. ''I get 
together with my friepds, we tum the 
answering machine on land party!'' 
"The best way to enjoy the Super-
bowl is to load up 1on1 pizza, beer, 
hoagies and chips," senior Regina 
Fitch said. j 
No Superbowl is complete without 
wagers. It's also t.rjadition for 
everybody to bet on the game. 
However, it seems that this year 
nobody wants to ''put their money 
where their mouth is." 
Not because everYone has realized 
the irrationality in 8ambling away 
hard earned money, on a sporting 
event that they don'lt participate in, 
but because many people believe ' 
what sophomore Tim Watson 
believes, ''Denver doesn't have a 
1 chance!'' Nevertheless, thel Superbowl is 
coming and many of \you will be 
either donating rtionFy to your 
favorite brewerey or ~o your favorite 
pizza-place. Why? Because this col-
ossal event is not just a 'game-it's a 
Super-game, for some, and an excuse 
for waisting and losing money for 
others. · 
I Column 
continued from paae 9 
.., I 
r In no way do I con&one what 
''Although we are injured, we try 
to help out as much as possible to 
benefit the team." 
So far Coach Howard feels that his 
team is progressing nicely and, with 
the help of Houston, Gayle and 
Sempford, is expecting another na-
tional title . 
The Sharks' next tests will be their 
next two home meets against Catholic 
University and Shepherd College. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Movie Times AMC Unioa Station 9 LoweT level Union S1a1ion, First Sr. and Mass. 
Ave. NE. 
I 
Internal Atfllin-R Fri-Thu . I, 4, 6:40, 9:10 
Dowatown-R Frt-S11n. 1:10, 4:30, 6:50, 9. 
Drivlaa Miu Dalsy-PG 1:30, 4:30, 7: 10, 9:40. 
Sat. 11, 1:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40. Sun. 11, 1:10, 
4:40, 7:10, 9:30. 
War 1or 1H Roses-R 1:50, 4:40, 4:40, 7:30, 
10:10. Sat. 1:50, l:lO, 4:50, 7:30, 10:10. Sun. 
11:50, 1:10, 4:50, 7:30, 9:50 • 
Harlem Ntpits-R Frt..Sua. 1:10, 4:10, 9:30. 
Tbe IJUle MeraWd-0 1, 2:40, 4:20, 6, Sat. ud 
Fri-Sun. 12:10, l., 4, 6. 
E•el')'body Wlu-R Frl.• Sua. I. 
M8* Bos.-PG 131:40, 4:30, 7:20, 10. Sal.and 
Sun. 11:40, 2, 4:40, 7:20, 10. 
Always-PG 1:50, 4:40, 7:30, 10:10. Sat. and 
Sun. 11:50, 1:10, 7:30, 10:10 
Tanao 4 Cash·R Fri.-Sua. 1:20. 4:20. 7. 9:20. 
ClHplex Od..an WiKomln Ave. CJaemu 
4000 Wisconsin Ave. NW 
War of tbe Rmes-R, Frt.-Tha. 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30, 
12 
Valmoat-R Fri-Tlla 1:50, 4:30, 7:10, 9:50 
Everybody Wlns-R Fri-Tba 2:30, 5, 7:30, 10 
11:55 • 
Internal Aftalrs-R no puses Fri.-Thu. 2:05, 
4:25, 1:10, 9:35, 10 
Dl1¥ina MUs Daisy-PG no plWel Fri.-Tbu. 
2:10, 2:40, 4:20, 5, 7, 7:-40, 9:20, 10. 
K·B Cerellru 
3040 M St. NW 
War of tllt Roees-R 5:94, 7:30, 9:55, Sat.-Su.a. 
11:30, 2:45, 5:95, 7:30, 9:55 
Rody Horror Pklart Sllow (NR) 
Late show Frt. ud Sal. at aklaitllt 
lateral Affafn.R 5, 7:20, 9:40, 11. Sal. and 
Sun. ll:JO, 1:40, 5, 7:18, 9:40, 11. 
Drtvfaa Mill l)Qy-PG 5:20, 7:25, 9:30, 11:30. 
Sal. aad Saa. 1:20, 3:20, 5:10, 7:15 9:30 
11:30. • • 
' 
~-8 Fine Arts 
1919 M St . NW 
• • 
Drivlaa MJa l>Uy-PG 7:30,9:40. Sat. amd 
Sun. 3:10, 5:10, 7:30, 9:40. 
K·8 Fo•mdry 1-7 
105.5 Thomas Jefferson St. NW 
The Bit Picture (PG-13) 5:30, 7:3!, 9:40, 
11:-45. ~I. a•d Su11. l:JO, 3:30, 5:31, 7:35, 
9:40, 11:45. 
I.look Wllo'1 Talkhts (PG-13) 5:35, 7:35, 9:35, 
1~:35. Sit. and Sun. 3:-40, 5:40, 7:41), 9:40, 
11:40. 
K-8 l'ouadry 1-7 National Lampooa'1 Cllriltmu Vacatioa 
105.5 Thomas Jefferson St. NW (PG-13) 5:15, 7:25, 9:35, 11:-40. S.t-Sun. 12:55, 
Tbe BJa Pk111rt (PG-13) .5:30, 7:35, 9:40, 3:05, 5:15, 7:25, 9:35, 11:40. 
11 :4.5. Sat. and Sun. 1:30, 3:30, .5:30, 7:3.5, Slepf1tlltr II (R) 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11:45. Sat. 
9:40, 11 :45 . aad Sun. 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11:45. 
Look Wlto'• T•lklna (PG-13) .5 :3.5, 7:3.5, 9:3.5, The Uclle MnmaJd (G) 
11 :3.5 . Sat . and Sun. 3:40, .5:40, 7:40, 9:4045:40, 7:25, 9:10. Sat. a11d Sun. 12:25, 2:15, 4, 11 :40. 5:45. N1lloul Laapooa'1 Cllriltmu Vtcatloa I Dop Go To Heavea (G) 5:45. Sat. U&d (PG-13) .5:1.5, 7:25, 9:3.5, 11 :40. Sat.Sun. 12:.5.5, S 111. 11:30, 1:15, 4, 5:45. 
l:Ol, l:tl, 7:2l, 9:ll, 11 :40. S•ocktr (R) 
Slepfallter U (R) .5:4.5, 7:4.5, 9:4.5, 11:4.5. Sat . Fri.-Su.n. 7:40, 9:50. 
and Sun. 1:4.5, 3:4.5, .5:4.5, 7:4.5, 9:4.5, 11 :4.5. Blad Raia (R) 5:05, 7:30, 9:55. Sat. and Sun. 
TM Uttle Mermaid (G) 11:15, 1:40, 5:05, 7:30, 9:55. 
.5:40, 7:2.5, 9:10. Sat. and Sun. 12:2.5, 2:1.5, 4, 
.5:4.5. 
AU Dop Go To Heavea (G) .5:4.5. Sat. and 
Sun. 12:30, 2:1.5, 4, .5:4.5. 
Shocker (R) 
Fri.-Sun. 7:40, 9:.50. 
Bluk Raia (R) .5:0.5, 7:30, 9:.5.5. Sat . and Sun. 
12:1.5, 2:40, .5:0.5, 7:30, 9:.55. 
K-B Paris 1-3 
5300 WIM:oul• Ave. 
Muu Gallery, Gardea Level 
Musk BoI-R Fri.-Th•. 4:50, 7:20, 9:50. 
Ro1er and Me-R Two Sttee.u Fri.-Thu. 1:30, 
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30, 7:30, 1:30, 
9:30. 
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Smallwood 
continued from page 12 
''The first question you should ask 
is what's your purpose for forming 
the choir or group. 
''Is it just a hobby you want to do 
or is it for professional reaSons or 
career purposes? What you also need 
to look at is ·what type of sound do 
you have in mind, ''-Smallwood said . 
If the choir should start recording, 
creative control should be preserved 
as much as possible, Smallwood ex-
plained . Without it, the originally 
conceived sound and concept can 
totally change after a recording, he 
said. 
Smallwood said that when he 
first started,, recording some ex-
ecutives wanted him to sing crossover 
music and suggested that he leave out 
all references to Jesus and God . 
Smallwood refused . 
Smallwood cited his two most im-
portant influences in developing 
gospel choirs. His first experience 
began in his father's church in 
Washington, D.C., at the age of 
eight, playing the music and forming 
the choir . 
Ladies First 
Alright 
l'll Be Good To You 
Jazzy's Groove 
\Velcome to the Terrodome 
1-2-3 
Git On Up 
Give Yourself to Me 
Get a Life 
Gas Face 
Two to Make it Right 
All of ·My Love 
His second was here on campus as 
one of the founders of the Howard 
gospel Choir in 1969. 
Richard Smallwood and his group 
just recently returned from a singing 
engagement in the Soviet Union last 
fall . Twice nominated for a Grammy 
award, the group will release a new 
album this spring, ','Portrait ." 
Smallwo.od, who said he is excited 
about the new album, explained its ti-
tle . There is no song entitled portrait 
on the record, he said, but ''it's sort 
of a musical picture of me and my 
group. 
''It has a bit of every musical thing 
about me. All my musical influences 
that have ever been a part of me are 
evident in this album. 
Smallwood said he is ''very, very 
pleased with this album," on which 
he performs a piano solo. In fact, he 
said, 'he will be doing another piano 
album next year_. 
''.I ~~ally had a lot of fun working 
on 1t, Smallwood said. ''I'm really 
more excited with this album more 
than anything I've ever done. '' 
Small~ood ended the session -by 
performing his famous piano rendi-
tion of ''The Lord 's Pra}>er'' and 
''The Center · of My Joy." 
Artist 
Salt-N-Pepa 
Paula Abdul 
De La Soul 
Latifah & Monie Love 
Jan et Jackson 
Quincy Jones 
Soul II Soul 
Public Enemy 
The Chimes 
Fast Eddie 
Sax 
Soul II Soul 
3rd Bass 
Seduction 
Gap Band 
Kelly • 
continued from paxe 12 
Amelan said now that Kelly is gone 
from the fashion industry, so is the 
''element of happiness that he 
created.'' 
''Kelly felt that there was too much 
sadness in the world. He wanted to 
do happy things," Amelan said. 
Amelan remeinbers on several occa-
sions how Kelly would create a col-
Qdul outf!t for a friend just to 
:&righten his or her day. 
Kelly loved using the primary col-
ors for the fall. He created beautiful 
drapes, and coats in royal ·blues, and 
fuschia . ''The wit that Patrick 
brought to the fashion industry is 
lackiilg," Dunn2Lee said. ' 1 
In honor oT Kelly, Amelan is in the 
proces of creating a foundation in 
the Pa rick Kelly name. Amelan ex-
plained how important it is to him 
that this be done. The foundation 
would be in Paris, France. 
As for Kelly's collection, Amelan 
said no decisions have been made. 
''Offers have .been made to go on 
with the line, but no decision will be 
made until February." 
• 
JJ:l&!liffl:J1 
(W~NU INTW!\TIONAL ~ llllE \ 
" - 1!19 l'.\~~El FIL~ f!STll.\L -~ 
"THE UTTER SIMPLICITY 
OF 'YAABA' ••• BESPEAKS 
GREAT SOPHISTICATION 
... nothing obscures the 
mythic, univt:rsal aspects of 
Mr. Ouedriogo's story.· 
- J•<tel ""•lin, ""' HlWl'Ollt TJMIS 
"**** A SMALL TREASURE 
"IT GLOWS WITH GEHTlEHESS 
AHD CHARM." 
- Orrld fl~rrlfl, CHIUSTIAH KIEHCI MOHntlot 
ONE WEEK ONLY! 
FR'IDA Y-THURSDA Y 
JAN 26-FEB 2 
4 
A\ 
(5:45 p.m, • 7:30 p.m) 
........ ~···· 
:Allllt •••. "'· ••• ,,. 
tJe•r•efttw• 
:1:1:1-2cac 
I 
e've built one of the world's fmest communication systems by taking risks, investing in technology 
• 
and holding fast ·to our values of satisfying our customers, hiring talented people, providing quality 
' . 
services and maintaining integrity in business. We're not going to stop now. Join us and be first 
in line for the 2 lst century. 
Bell 
An lo:qu•I 0pJortunity Employer 
• 
the mayor was doing.~I lhurt when 
I hear people speak so viciously 
about a man who was not in con-
trol of his life-crack was. He lied 
and committed other 
ungentlemanly acts; wbat public 
official hasn't at ond time or 
another? (How soon re forget 
Barney Frank and .!l'im1 Herl .) We will be recruiting February 13, 1990 
I say examine Barry's vigorous 
record of fighting for civil rights 
and just plain loo'king out for 
black people. 
Support him as he tries to 
rebuild his life and restore his in-
tegrity. I'm convinced he still has 
a lot more to offer us. 
I 
Stop by the career Planning and Placement Office for details 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
' 
. 
• 
1 · , ' 
Herb & Jamaal 
By Stephen Beqtley 
I I • 
COUNTER CULTURE™ 
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Our "'~sion .. . 
1o boldly~ 
wllere no mQn 
\'\:is pne l>clore. 
• 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS 
• 
., 
It's a new year ... another begin-
ning. The Office of the Dean 
will have ope.n hours, on the 1st 
and 4th thursd.ay of each month, 
from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., 
beginning January 25th. We are 
located in room 101, Locke 
Hall, and invite you to come by. 
• 
• 
Dean Wendy Winters 
& 
Associate Deans 
, 
Comics 
, 
M~ 
-roo ... 
r 
T'YEGOr 
.. ;iii& ... 
1 CAVT!f1i 
I (1115/Jl.TANT I ATl'fJRK 
' 
'I lt 1: 
.. 
ftf}fli~ fe.>'1 ~ THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME 
~ \!;!I ~~· by Henri Arnold and Bob Lee 
Un!Cramble these lour JurTibles, 
one letter 19 each SQuare, 10 form 
lour ordinary words. 
VERBA 
, _ , ___ _ 
---
NOOLC 
tEUGLED t 
..._"'--J ....1....l _.LI ---"-'JL-1 
DAGOIA 
iHt9 MtG·H''F" HE~f­
A tSAM&L.E~ •Wf N 
A GOOP PEAL. 
OF CHIPS. 
Now arrange the circled letters to 
form the surprise ansW91', as SU{t 
oested by the above cartoon. 
' ' I<, 
Jr' 1 l ' 
Pr1ntansworhere: DK XX X )(XX X :J 
Stuart 
conlinued from page· 7 
'' l was mad because [Flynn] blam-
ed blacks for everything. In Boston, 
it is so prejudice. The fact that they 
blamed a black person made it 
worse," he said. 
Sociology professor S.S. K. Jar-
vouhey says that there was no doubt 
that racism was the motivating fac-
tor in the investigation o f the Stuart 
case. 
' 'That is clear-cut racism. There' s 
no doubt about it . They have 
clustered a certain group of people in 
society who were guilty and they were 
the blacks," Jarvouhey said. 
'' It appears as if it was a foregone 
conclusion on the part of the city 
authorities even before they con-
ducted the investigation. That action 
was a travesty of justice.'' 
From a sociological standpoint, 
says Jarvouhey, many precondition-
ed ideas clouded proper judgement . 
''Based on that racial phenomenon 
.surrounding the hasty and abrasive 
attitude of the police department 
toward the black community in 
Boston, professionalism was replac-
ed by preconceived notions and emo-
tion," he said. 
''The whole reaction of the white 
community in Boston was com-
parable to crying wolf, when actual-
ly thCre was no wolf site. Instead, it 
was all sheep and lamb,'' Jarvouhey 
said. 
Volunteers 
continued from page S 
Other universities with active 
volunteerism include Texas A & U 
where 20 education majors tutor 
students at a nearby middle school 
four days per week and work on 
dropout prevention projects the fifth 
day. 
A!ld at Yale University, a junior, 
David Colemean, has begun a similar 
program pairing university students 
with youth at a local high school who 
hav~ common interests such as 1ospcl 
mw1c, photography, recyclina, and 
poetry. . 
see Answers, page 16 
Croger 
continued from page 11 
that is uaually affected the most . 
Such was the case with Univer-
sity of Maryland basketball star 
Len Bias, who died in 1986 of co-
caine intoxication. 
Crack is a growing concern and 
is reaching epidemic proportions 
in Washington, D.C., according 
to Melvin. , . 
''For 1989 approxtmately 80 
percent of all patients admitted to 
our facility for non-alcohol related 
addictions were crack and cocaine 
addicts. 
''When this number is con-
trasted with 1985 when over 85 
percent of all addictions were 
related to PCP, the magnitude of 
the crack problem facing urban 
communities is clear,'' Melvin 
said. 
Crack continues to devastate the 
African-American community, 
especially in D.C. and other large 
urban cities acro.ss the cou~try. 
Some have argued that crack is 
such a menace in the African-
American communities because it 
is very accessible. 
Not only d~ it make preven-
tion difficult. according to Croger' 
but it also makes continued sobrie-
ty tough. I 
Croger says that the most dif-
ficult task that he faces about Jiis 
treatment will be the fact that he 
will return to the same environ-
ment that fostered his drug habits. 
''I want my sobriety more than 
anything, but I know it won't be 
easy when I go home. 
''All my friends that I play ball 
with deal drugs and they kriow 
that I use them, so they'll try to get 
me to buy them,'' Croger said. 
Old and young, rich and poor, 
celeb,rity or regular citizens may 
become dependent. This is one 
drug that does not discrimminate. 
''Many who have tried crack 
have fallen. No mattei: how impor-
tant your status, crack will beat 
you in the end," Croger said. 
The fact is, crack is unlike any 
other drug; only this time your 
mistake could destroy your life or 
very possibly end it. 
I 
Crossword 
I 
6 7 
" ' . 
ACROSS 
I . .... 
4. Tuta!ln 
' · BefOft (poetic) 
11. SotitMn 1e•rlll 
13. Not o•tmde 
14. Fll&llllHI 8!rd 
15. Motlwr or fatlwr 
17. Tift wCMMll 
lt. ,,,,,, 
11 . Eftl' (podk) 
ll. Open~ 
M. Sdor'• brew 
....... 
19. IMrt 
JI, Fllll 
33. <hfl' (p«tk) 
3'. AID 
....... 
J1. ScottWi nip 
39. Pftpo.ldo .. 
40. c.ofor 
'1. Makt • ltolt 
" · W•nd rtr 
" · lrtlaad 41. PaTt 
511. Story 
51 . c:..,. 
53. Wft&lted dO'lfF 
" · Ow wllo ubt 
5'. Fom ....... 
61. Spn•h\ ,..,. lo• 
o1..,..n1 
6.1 . FrM-for..U 
M . 71.11 Gretll Idler 
65. 1..t 1•ell I "9.lt (etobr. ) 
~ M . Dall H~ 
67. Slftp ·~ (ebbr.) 
DOWN 
l . Mo.alai8 
• 1. !.dKFdoe lf'OtlP 
J . Ott tnldl 
4. ~oftokw 
5. C-1• 
' · t.dtftallt utldt 1. ht 
• . Grnt Lab 
• 
' · Orp-.. .. art, .... 
of•••ll'-1 
10 . ...... 'IP 
II. A•rkk 
. 16. Make .. .,,,. 
II. Came.,._ 
10. Mal 
ll . ...... 
JJ. Vtrtlcal 1M11 of 1Cair lltp 
.. . .-... 
11. Part of no-
11. w ........ ,. 
JO. Troqll for CUTJ'lat brlcU 
31. U•oolr.H 
36. Ceellew 
31. i<htnJPI ~o-...... do .. 
41 . ht to me 
4J. Ftmalt 
45. l•fnl ,_. kd 
11. NepdTI 
" · medr.IMnl 
51. fl"'"'"' 
"4. T-11 ..... 
"· ""' 56.' letr 
57. blado• (abbr.) 
st. C--4 food 
'°·Malt..., 0 . Syabol for i.ltthl• 
,,,~,,_.._.,.,._.,, ,.,'"'1 •11,c ~w n.11;uo n11A'' 
' ' · •!., 
see Answers, page 1 6 
Aid 
continued from page 8 
, 
repeated. 
We had to stop some of our nor-
mal work t<> assist Peat Marwick and 
if we protested about anything they 
were doitJ.g wrong, we were criticised. 
Irate parents who are alumni and 
had contributed ·$10 or $5 to the 
alumni felt they should be at the top 
of the list . 
We once would receive more abuse 
until Mrs. Price helped change this. 
We try to do a good job; sometimes 
we do not but the volume of work 
and the scarcity of help does not help 
our job performance. 
But I think we do a very fme job. 
If we had the additional 40 people, 
or the millions of dollars, or the ad-
ditional space and equipment, we too 
could do a l'better job. · 
r Also, co~sider the fact that the 
small space
1 
allocated to us is further 
restricted b)'I ~ving two of our rooms 
assigned to a dean and an assistant 
to the vice 1president. 
Equipment which was requested 
months in advance could not be pro-
vided, yet it was suddenly provided 
overnight. 
The system has been steadily im-
pi:oving and we are proud of what we 
are doing in the face of opposition. 
When Peat Marwick and Bert 
Smith personnel leaves, if we do not 
have the 401 or SO persons they had, 
naturally, the services will not be as 
good, 
If we can lnot get funds for person-
nel and supplies we will be short. If 
we cannot act more space, the nice 
soft scats will disappear, If we can-
not act tile 1 administrative and 
manaaement support the administ..ra-
tion aave to Peat Marwick, we will 
continut 101 have deans and others 
who feel everythina must -be done for 
them when they want it done. 
It is self oervina for Peat Marwick 
personnel to say all that they have ac-
oomplielwt • but C'4Ul with more thin 
40 people, we did something. 
WC were not resting . All the credit 
does not belong to Peat Marwick. 
We work hard for the students and 
even if we want to strike back at a 
sometimes oonoxious stuaent, Mrs. · 
Price will not let us . 
She wants us to realize the dif-
ficulties the students are having and 
try to help. She has spent a con-
siderable time trying to get additional 
computer personnel assigned and 
even when she found someone, it 
could not be done. 
1 won't ask yoU to believe everyting 
I have written. But being 'the 
newspaper you are, you can easily dig 
out the facts and report the facts as 
they appear rather than ask someone 
who is being paid to do a job what 
kink of job he i• doing. 
If it is good management pro-
cedure to provide space for ' the of-
fice, ask why it is not done. 
If additional personnel should'nt 
be sitting in the middle of your finan-
cial aid office, ask why it is being 
done. 
If more personnel is authorized 
B.?k what it takes to get approval t~ 
hire. If the deans and other special 
people tell you how much they do 
ask for specifics. ' 
If we have to work overtime 
shouldn't we get some type of com: 
pensation? If maintenance is there to 
ass~t. why does it t~~ Ql9nJhs ? 
When Peat Marwick leaves, will 
administration officials listen to our 
requests or do we have to be 
outsiders? 
Yes, the system is better; much bet-
ter, but it was not suddenly chan&ed 
by Pear Marwick; it came about 
gradual as most meaninaful chaqes 
will occur. 
It came with our assistance, addi-
tional personnel, and funds, and top-
side support and concern. 
A.lain, I loudly support the efforts 
of Th#! Hilltop to report facu and 
news and hope you continue to in-
vcstipte, 1et the facu, and report 
what you Jet, when you do, you will 
realize, u m•ny do, that we have a 
good record on 1upporti111 the 
students to act proper rm•ncia• 
support. 
A finsnciel aid ofra employee 
• 
, 
• 
• 
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AHHOUHCEMEHTS 
AttenhQn!I 
The lnd1ono State Asspc1ohon di Howard Un1ver-
s1ty Yearbook pictures ore on January 18th at 3:00 
p.m 1n the Bloc l::. burn Cenler . 
ALPHA CHAPTER 
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC . 
Invites the ENTIRE HOWARD 
COMMUNITY to 101fl us 1n 
CELEBRATING 70 Y&.RS Of 
FINER WOMANHOOD 
Our weekend of oct1v1t1es include: 
Saturday, January 27. 1990 01 9 :30 
FOUNDER'S DAY CA BARE\ 
Washington Plaza Hotel 
(VeJmont & Mo!.S. N .W.) 
$1'2 .50.for students 
• S IS.OOotthed>or 
Sundoy. January 28. 1990 at 11 ·00 o.m. 
CALL TO WORSHIP 
Rankin Chopel 
Sundoy. January 28. 1990 ot 1 :30 p.m. 
FOUNDER'S DAY LUNCHEONfFASHION SHOW 
BLACKBURN CENTER BALLROOM 
$30.00 
For t•c~ets or further 1nlo 842-9113 
INTERESTED IN flHARMACY? 
Pre-Pharmacy Assoc1olton rrieet1ng _ Mondoy. 
.Jonuory 29, ot 5:00 p.m. PhorTocy Bu•ld1ng Room 
707. Info Coll 265-5897 . -
COME ANO HEAR EYEWITNESS ACCOUNTS OF 
WHAT'S GOING ON IN EAST GERMANY! Spar-
1oc1 s! Forum For o Red Germany 1n a Socialist 
Europe! For The Communism of Lenin. L1ebknecht 
and Luxemburg! THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 1 AT 
7 30 PM. BLACKBURN ROOM 148 
TUNE IN TO WHBC JAM 830-THE. STATION lflAT 
SfORMS-THE OORMSI 
SADIE HAWKINS PARTY 
Lod1es ol Pork Squo1e 
• 1nv11e r-··-
Soturday. January 27. \990 
10 30 p m.-2·00 am; 
Blackburn Ballroom 
''LADIES GIT YO' MEN'' 
Tickets at Crariiton 
$5 00 for couples 
$3 50 pE"r person 
Al lfNTION ALL STUDENTS. WHB( JAM 830 AM 
IS NOW ON THE AIRI 
The Howard Un1vers1Ty Cheer1$rs need your ™:Ip 
1n thei r quesT for the 1990 C liege Cheerlead1ng 
NoToonol Chompoonsh1p Com and be o par1 of 
the VIDEO TAPING 1n Burr Gm at The Women's 
Sos~etbo ll game Saturda.y, Februory 10. 1990 ar 
6 pm. 
lLLINOIS CLUB MEETING 
Wednesday. January 31, at 5100 p m' B loc~burn 
Forum PIZZA PARTY/AGENDA. 
DON T WANT TO WAIT UNTIL FRIDAY FOR CAM-
PUS NEWS? TURN ONTO lOjJR RADIO STAION 
TO WHBC JAMf 830 AM 
·- -
A"entK)ll ILllNOIS Cl US MEMBERS. Club yearbook 
poctures will be !o~en SUNDAt. JANUARY 28, ot 
6 00 p m M l Room in Blackburn for 2nd 
SEMESTfR DUE PAYING MfMBERS ONLY! 
~VHBC 830 AM JAMMING FpR THE 90's AND 
BEYOND . 
ATTENTION ST Ldu1s CLUB 
IT'S TIM~ FOR YEARBOOK l!ICTURES AGAIN ! 
PLEASE M~ET SUNDAY, JANUARY 28, 1990 pt 
5·30 pm 
IN BLACKBURN CENTER 
DON'T FORGET TO BRING YOUR" SMILING 
fACES11 
PSM m~ring 1n The UnJergro~ote Library Lecture 
Room ev+y Thursday 01 6 36 lop1c_ The Bloc I:: 
Athlete o;.d AIDS 
The Clusier Big Brother / Bog ~'$ter Progrom os asl::.-
ong oil students to save ihe1r reg•ster tapes from 
Gt0nLand Sofewoy stores Col~ion envelopes con 
be found 111 all dar rr>s end r~ HUSA office 
The lod•es of 
Aiµr.a Cliop1er Delia Sigma lhe10 Soror+ry. Inc 
would l· ~e to onv11e you to 
' 'Wolk.Ing In Hi1 Ugfrt'' 
Special 1 he Howard Gospel Choir 
Frida.,. Jonuory 26. 1990 
Ronl::1n Chopel 
7 30 pm 
Adm1ss1on-S6 
T1c•ets said 01 Cromtc:Wl Bo~ Office 
., 
"LADIES GIT YO' MENr' 
THE 
LADIES OF PARK SQUARE 
wi ll present o 
Sod .. Hawkin• Danu 
on Saturday, January 27, 1990 from 10:30 p.m. 
to 2 a.m. 1n the BloJCkburn Center Ballroom. Tickets 
o~e on sale ot Cram!on . 
SS/couples and $3 .50/person 
HOW A'ilD'S WOMEN'S SOCCER CLUI 
+s looking for new players. If you ore interested 
p!eose call Kob ot 797-2138. 
Proct1ce : Monday. through Friday from 4 p .m. to 
7 p .m. 
Gomes will stor1 on Morch . 
AttenllOn : The student NotlOOOI Med1COI Associo-
hon is having o General Body Meeting on Mon-
day, .Jonuory 29th at 5:00-7 .00 pm 1n Rex>m 116 
DGH . i 
. · UllQUITT IS HERE 
Stor1 the decode off right . Come join our ubiqui tous 
lomi1y for our annual SPRING ORIENTATION . 
''From Wheft and Where I Em.'' . Saturday, 
Jonuory 27, 1990. Gallery Lounge 1n Blackburn 
Center at 3 p .m. 
Muslim Student of H.U. will be holding Jumo'o ser-
vices every Fri. ot 12 : 15. at The Undergraduate 
library's i.ec!ure Hall room L4 l . 
College of A llied Heol!h Student Council Orgon1za-
t1on Picture on Jonuory 28, 1990 at 5:00 p.m. in 
BlockbJrn Center 1n Room G-08 . Be There! There 
will olsa be o general body meeting on February 
1, lrnQ at 12:00 pm. 1n Room 124. Lunch will 
be served. _ 
New Yorkers l TD 1S !ookong to fill pas1t1on of 
Secretory and Treosurer. If you ore onterested, 
p!eose coll 842-'2033 or 291 -9623 . 
New Yorkers LTD wo ll toke Yeorbook..P1ctures on 
Sunday, January 28. 1990 at 4 p.m. 1n Blackburn 
Center. Music Listening Room . Unoty Always. See 
yo !here 
The Executive Boord and Members of New Yorkers 
l TD say Welcome Bock and Welcome Aboard to 
all New Yorkers o HU . ''Forward ever, Backward 
never" for 1990. Our ne~t meeting will be on Wed. 
Jonuory 31, 1990 ot 5 p.m. 1n the Undergraduate 
Library. Lecture Holl. Peace . Stay Positive . 
ATTENTION MASSACHUS:ETTES RESIDENTS 
WELCOME BACK! CLUB MASS M EETI NG ON 
WEDNESDA Y. JA NUARY 31st AT 6 :30 IN THE 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK AUDITORIUM . 
I 
The Pon-Hellenic Council w oll be to l::1ng it 's year-
book picture ot 3:4S on Sunday, January 28. 1990. 
Next meeting on Wed . .Jonuory 31 , 1990. 
TOM SKINHER SPEAKS OH: KNOWING 
WHY YOU IEUEVE! 
YOU ARE INVITED TO COME HEA R TOM SKIN-
NER. PRESIDENT OF TOM SKINNER ASSOCIATES. 
SPEAK ON THIS VERY RELEVANT TOPIC . OOES 
THE BIBLE PUT WORDS IN JESUS' MOUTH? WAS 
HE JUST A PROPHET OR OUTSTANDING 
TEACHER? IS CHRISTIANITY SUPERIOR TO OTHER 
RELIGIONS? THESE QUESTION ANO MORE Will 
BE ADDRESSED IN HIS M ESSAGE DURING NOON-
DAY PRYER, FROM 1'2 TO 1 PM. ANDREW 
RANKIN -CHAPEL (LOUNGE) BRING SEEKER. 
SKEPTICS. AND YOURSELF 
What 's going on Campus? Coll the Fret 24 hour 
Horhne and Find out: 310-3369 . The Hotline 
os hovuig vo•ce oud•t1on _ Coll 702-6969. 
- ··----
All 1nd1v1duols interested 1n becoming members of 
Pro1ec! 2CXXl, !he next meeting w1~ be held on 
February 3rd, from 9.00 o .m. - 12 :00 p.m. al Stan-
ton Elementary School . Pleose meet 1n the lobb) 
of Blackburn CenTer at 8 :30 a .m- For more onfor-
mo11on . please conroc1 Floyd Dickens 1n Rm . 110, 
Bloc ~bµrn_ or at 636-6918 
"ROOT KNOWLEDGE VIDEOS" 
uncensored. uncut. row and reedy vodeas! Spon· 
sored by the Progressive Student Movement 
UGRAD lecture room every Thursday ot 6:30. 
l1v1ng Color sponsored by Compys Crusade for 
Christ will be held 1n the Btockburn Forum at 7 :00 
pm.• on Wednesday. January 31 . The topic 
is " When God Speaks, will you be listening?" 
Now is TltE cltANCE To SENd ThAT 
spEciAl SOMEONE A spEciAl 
' 
MESSAGE· 
SENd A VALENTiNE HillTopic To 
ThE ONE you lovE. 
Take advantage of this special offer: 10 words for $1. 
All personal Hilltopics for the February 9 issue will be accepted 
until Februory 5. 
I 
i 
NO EX.CEPTIONS!! ! 
Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of 
Fln1ncl1I Aid Regardless of Gr1dea or Pantntal Income. 
•We h••• • dtlt b•nk or Offf 200,000 ll1llng• of tchol•r1hlpe, 
l•llow1hlps, gr•nl1, and lotn•, r•pr•••ntlng Offf 110 bllllon In prlw•t• 
1eclor fum:ll,.,e. 
• Mtny 1cholar1hlp1 •r• glv•n to 1tucMnl• bt•ed on t~r •c•demlc 
lnl•re1t1, i:ereer pl•n•, famlty herll8f9 and pl•c• ol residence. 
• Ther•'• moniy •v•il•ble lor 1tudent1 who h•M bffn newspelMf c•r· 
rktr1, groc•ry clert11. cheerleader1, non-smok.,I .. . etc. 
• Re1ull1 GUARANTEED. 
CALL . ForAFIM- ·•] '-AN_YTI_M_E~~-=2~6~5~8~9~4~6'--~~~ 
----
' 
l 
, 
Hilltopics 
l -B-89 I 
". 9 
' 
The l adies of A lpha Chapter Delta Sigma Theta 
. Sorori ty , Inc. 
invite you to help us Uplift Our Youth 
T utoriol session at the Giro rd Street Shelter 
Dote: January 29, 1990 
Time : 6 :30 to 8:30 p .m. 
Locot ion : 1418 Girard S! . N .W. 
Yo sands. I must say for omen of smaller height. 
you real ly hove o big heart. Belated congrotulo-
t1ons on your 21st bir1hdoy . Thon ks for your en· 
courogement and concern about me and my book,s. 
I hope we w ill grow closer as my lost semester 
w inds down . 
Block Histo;'y tutorial c t rhe Aesop N ia Program 
Dote : January 31 , 1990 
Time: 7:00 to 8:30 p.m. 
locat ion: Sr . A ugust ine Church School 
Your front and homeboy, 
Kilimanjaro 
French Tutors wonted for Student T utoriol Program . 
Please contact Veron1co Hegeman ol 462-8323 . 
Membership Sign-UP for French Club on Wednes-
day, January 31 st ct 4 pm. room 340 1n Locke 
HoU. New Members welcome. 
Alpha Phi Alpha Frat••ity, Inc. 
would like to congratulate ovr brother Tyrone Hon 
on his continuous success as cooch of the Mon· 
tgomery College's Takoma Pork Fokons. Tkey ore 
24-0 and f irst in the conference. Alpha'1 ogoi• 
clemonlfTatlttg exc•ll••c•. 
FOR.RENT 
Beautiful Capttol Hill Townhouse. Bedroom/ Afr icon 
A rt Gallery. Pr1vo1e entrance. washer/dryer, W/w 
carper. 5 minutes to Metro. S450 Monrh . 
546-2870. 
Rooms For Rent: Close to campus. Monthly 
rent$250.QO. Security Deposit . Nego!ioble Co ll 
Darnell from 10:00 o.m. to 2:00 p.m, OT 332-04 11. 
Room 1n Beoutol ul old Rowhous 1n N .E. neor N . 
Cop1to l/ Flor1do--10 minutes bi ke re Howard 
Washer /Dryer, Workout Equip., A ir Cood . $300 
1st and Lost ' ut 1I . Avail Feb. Seeking mature. pro-
gressive, responsible hon-smoker. (Pets perhaps .) 
Shore w ith 2 gay men. Coll BC 529-21 14 . 
Femole non-smok•ng roomo Te needed IC shore 
spacious 2-bedrom condo 1n A rlington, VA . 
$350/month plus 1/2 electric bi ll Coll Down 
289-0800. fxl . 237 (w) or 671-5425 (h) . 
A portmen1 For Ren! 
4 bedrooms close to compus 01 2nd and Rhode 
lslond. Recently remodeled with d1swosher and on 
si le washer/dryer $ 1000/mo. 1 ullhties Short term 
ck. 387-5S55. 
Answers 
' 
Jumbles: 
Roomores Wonted BRAVE COLON DELUGE -'DAGIO 
Close to campus. Shore 4 bedroom apartment on 
site washer/dryer $250/mo 387·5555 
This might help asambler win -ii good deal of 
chips- A GOOD EAL • , 
Rooms for Rent 
Slowe Holl and Horvord-GeorglO Ave 01eos New-
ly .renovated, otl new appliances and H B.0. 
$275-$325 . Coll Garry 332-7345 
ROOMS AVA ILA BLE IMMEDIATELY 
HISTORIC LE DROil PARK 
N EWLY RENO VATED 
LOCA TED O N HOWARD UN IVERSITY CAMPUS 
DESIRE MATURE ST A BLE STUDENTS 
CALL {202) B82-B620 
Room for Rent-lcxoted neor Howard Un1vers•ty, 
quiet environment and ideal for studying. ki tchen· 
loundry focoli11es Cal! 291-5819 Evenings 
2 big bedrooms S785 and l bedroom apartment 
$395. Recently renovored 681-3897 
FOR SALE 
For SaM, 19M Ni11Grt 300ZX, 5 1peecl, hilly 
looclecl, llock, leath•r 1eot1, cli9ltol 
clcnhbocwd. Call 719~34. 
JOIS 
Stoy-lo-School Jobs ore still ovoiloble QT the lnter-
nat1onol Trode Adm1n1strofion (IT A) of the U.S 
Deportment of Commerce IT A JXI~ $6 . 75--7 .64 per 
hour . l.ocoted near the Federal Triangle Metro. 
Srudenl~ work 20 hours per week during S<:hool 
and lulltome during breaks. A ll iotJs require 40 wpm 
~ing skills· Coll Rhoda Chollcoot oT 377-3:10 1. 
The DC Rope Cr1sos Center needs volunteers to 
counsel ond accompany se ~uo l assouh survivor . 
Tro1n1ng begins M orch . Coll 232-0789 . 
To the$wttCMt Plaza 40 ouitee cr.TW, WytiE, 
and Don Lott-Hopp' I DOJI oncl Let'1 G9t 
.. .,., 
DoubM •• , •• 
So •••••I •CM d1 If JOU - Ifill the ·-I 
hil p1r1on I anu kMW. Are,_, p.,, .... 
To the d:a1 t lliltl dzt l11d•11,... bow! Lon, 
Wylie. Jason and T W on this 22nd yeor of your 
birth, we wosh this for you-GET A UFEH Signed 
the Morges Corrie. Trocey, M orie. Yolonda 
end Lenora 
THE 
Dl·STRICT OF 
• 
" 
' 
. 
COLUMBIA 
, ALUMNI CLUB 
The District of Columbia Alumni 
Club is hosting a CHARTER DAY 
BRUNCH to recognize Howard 
students. faculty. and local alumni. It 
will be held in Founders Ballroom of 
the Howard Inn. on Sunday, March 4, 
from 11 :00 a.m to 2:00 p.m. (Brunch 
will be served from 10:45 a.m. to 12 
noon.) Five tables have been reserv-
ed for students, at $20.00 per person. 
There will be student entertainment 
and a student guest speaker. All reser-
vations must be made before February 
15, at THE HILL TOP office, on fourth 
street. · 
Nominate your leaders. diligent 
workers, and ''best" professors. 
Nomination forms are available at the 
HUSA office and at the Hiiitop office. 
These forms must be completed and 
returned (In an envelope) by: February 
9, 1990. 
' 
.. 
ICE 
ICE 
B,\BY ! 
,- ' 
·. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
Send A Hilltopic 
• 
.TODAY!! 
• 
• 
' 
BETA CHAPTER 
PIIBSENTS .... 
THE LAST CHANCE TO ... 
JAM! 
I 
10:00 PM · 2:00 AM 
AT 
ST. 
· AUGUSTINE'S 
• 
1-121 ·v · STREET. N. i'I 
FRIDAY. 
J.:'\JVUAR¥.26, 1 990 • 
• 
CENSUS '90 ,_ 
U.S. CENSUS BUR'l:AU 
TE\ IPORARY POSITI ONS (2·8 weeks) 
AT THE DISTRICT OFFICE: 600 E St .. N.W. 
:::J Offi ce Cl_erks - S6.7S . hr. 
O Data Entry- Operators • i6.75 , hr. 
IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD: 
D Census Takers - $7.50/ hr . 
' ~0 . ~.4 mile \\•hen using a carl 
.~RE You, 
' 
-1 reside1""l.t of the Distri ct of Columbia 
• 
' 
' 
.-It least 18 years old, or 16 years old 
a11d able to meet the D.C. employment 
Jaws. 
THEN, < 
Bring: ' forms of 1.0. and take our 
JO-minute test at one of the following 
locations-
,... ~~ ~ ocv.. OWM! 1.• ... y 
'OQt u... 5l .. ... "" CC1••:1K\lf .a'I... ..... 
rtrl>< WS"'l~t l'MO><o:T 
' ' " 1!1.~-G ·~ ~t 
'"" •.H - • ~"1 
,,, ·~·_..._, ~19~ .. , 
1tr>< ~ l,...;JNl lT i M~ 
•Qo •M - · ~'I 
t OO 4H .._ - ... , - <1M. - • !o"ID 
For ruther information call : 717-4180 
• 
ror hearing impaired call 
TDD g98·1544 
.4N EQl'AL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
• 
\ 
1 
I 
, 
• 
I 
I 
' · 
